End of Life Washington is a statewide organization that supports
people preparing for their final days. We advocate for the right to a
peaceful death. There is never a fee for our services.
We can help you

We offer

The Washington Death
with Dignity Act

If you or someone you know needs information and support, End of Life
Washington can help with:
• Talking to your loved ones about dying.
• Making decisions about what you want at end-of-life.
• Talking to your physician about hospice, palliative care and pain management.
• Finding hospice providers.
• Understanding all options to achieve a peaceful, humane death,
including Washington’s Death with Dignity Act.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free client support services.
Healthcare Advance Directive forms.
Alzheimer’s and Dementia Advance Directive forms.
Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) forms.
Advance Planning documents and information.
WonderFile (file organizer with end-of-life planning documents).
Presentations on: End of life care planning, Advance Directives and Washington’s
Death with Dignity Act. 			
• Free downloadable planning documents on our website.
The act allows terminally ill adults to request life-ending medication from
physicians. Patients must be Washington State residents, have less than six
months to live, be capable of making an informed decision, and have the ability
to self-administer the prescribed medication.
We can offer you:
• Information and guidance through the process.
• Help with talking to your doctors about Death with Dignity.
• Assistance locating participating physicians and pharmacists for clients.
• Personal support and presence at the time of using Death with Dignity.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP END OF LIFE WASHINGTON
With your help, End of Life Washington educates the public, builds partnerships with health care providers,
advocates for patients’ rights, and provides services and resources to incurably and terminally ill patients and
their loved ones.
End of Life Washington depends almost entirely on gifts from people like you. When you make a donation or
planned gift to End of Life Washington, it enables your values and commitments to carry on in the service of
others. You make their journeys easier; support patient-centered end-of-life care and patient autonomy; and
know your gift will be used to uphold patients’ rights to a peaceful death.


Donate by Mail
Send your check or other donation information to:
End of Life Washington, PO Box 61369, Seattle, WA 98141-6369



Donate Online at www.EndofLifeWa.org



Pledge
Online by credit card, or through your checking account.



Arrange for a Memorial Request
Place a statement in your obituary requesting that memorial donations or remembrances be sent to End of
Life Washington, PO Box 61369, Seattle, WA 98141.



Give a Legacy Gift
How will what you do now be a lasting legacy?
 Make a bequest to End of Life Washington through your will
 Set up a charitable trust
 Make End of Life Washington a beneficiary of your life insurance
 Name End of Life Washington as a beneficiary of your retirement account
For more information: Kathy Sparkman, Development Director, 206.256.1636,
ksparkman@EndofLifeWA.org



Employee Giving Programs
We participate in the Washington State Combined Fund Drive (0316183), King County Employee Giving
Program (9161), and City of Seattle Combined Charities program. You can also designate your United
Way contribution.



Matching Gifts
Make a gift that will be matched. Contact your company’s matching gifts program.



Donate Stock
We accept stock contributions. To donate stock, contact Fidelity Investments, 800.343.3548.
You will need this information: Account Name: End of Life Washington,
Account Number: Z48-745570, EIN: 91-1412987, DTC: 0026.



Make a Qualified Charitable Distribution
 From your IRA
 If you are 70 ½ years old
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VALUES WORKSHEET
The following are questions you may want to consider as you make decisions and prepare documents
concerning your health care preferences. You may want to write down your answers and provide copies to your
family members and health care providers, or simply use the questions as “food for thought” and discussion.
How important to you are the following items?
VERY IMPORTANT

NOT IMPORTANT

Letting nature take its course.

4

3

2

1

0

Preserving quality of life.

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

Living as long as possible, regardless of quality
of life.

4

3

2

1

0

Being independent.

4

3

2

1

0

Being comfortable and as pain free as possible.

4

3

2

1

0

Leaving good memories for my family and friends.

4

3

2

1

0

Making a contribution to medical research or
teaching.

4

3

2

1

0

Being able to relate to family and friends.

4

3

2

1

0

Being free of physical limitations.

4

3

2

1

0

Being mentally alert and competent.

4

3

2

1

0

Being able to leave money to family, friends,
or charity.

4

3

2

1

0

Dying in a short while rather than lingering.

4

3

2

1

0

Avoiding expensive care.

4

3

2

1

0

Staying true to my spiritual beliefs/traditions

.
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What will be important to you when you are dying (e.g., physical comfort, no pain, family members
present, etc.)?

How do you feel about the use of life-sustaining measures in the face of terminal illness? Permanent
coma? Irreversible chronic illness, such as Alzheimer’s disease?

Do you have strong feelings about particular medical procedures? Some procedures to think about
include mechanical breathing (respirator), cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), artificial nutrition and
hydration, hospital intensive care, pain relief medication, chemo or radiation therapy, and surgery.

What limitations to your physical and mental health would affect the health care decisions you would
make?

Would you want to have financial matters taken into account when treatment decisions are made?

Would you want to be placed in a nursing home if your condition warranted?

Would you prefer Hospice care, with the goal of keeping you comfortable in your home during the final
period of your life, as an alternative to hospitalization?

In general, do you wish to participate or share in making decisions about your health care and
treatment?

Would you always want to know the truth about your condition, treatment options, and the chance of
success of treatments?
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HEALTH CARE DECISIONS IQ TEST
FOR FAMILY, PHYSICIAN, OR HEALTH CARE AGENT
How well does your family, physician, or health care agent know your health care wishes? This short test can give you
some sense of how well you have communicated your wishes. Consider this a tool to promote conversation and
increase the likelihood that your end-of-life wishes will be honored.
Instructions:
Instructions:
Make
many
copies
as needed,
for you
1. 1.
Make
as as
many
copies
as needed,
one one
for you
and
and
everyone
you
want
to
take
the
test.
Save
this
everyone you want to take the test. Save this original,
original,soif that
desired,
so use
thatit you
use it in the
if desired,
you can
in thecan
future.
future.
2. Answer the questions yourself and don’t reveal your
2. Answer the questions yourself and don’t reveal your
answers.
answers.
3. Ask
your family member, physician, or health care
3.
Asktoyour
member,
physician,
or health
agent
takefamily
the test.
They should
answer
the care
agent
to
take
the
test.
They
should
answer
the
questions in the way they think you would answer.
questions
in
the
way
they
think
you
would
answer.
4. Compare your answers to test taker’s answers.
4. Compare
yourforanswers
to test on
taker’s
answers.
Count
one point
each question
which
you and
Count
one
point
for
each
question
on
which
you
the test taker gave the same answer. Their Health
and
the
test
taker
gave
the
same
answer.
Their
Care Decisions IQ is rated as follows:
Health Care Decisions IQ is rated as follows:
 5 points = Superior; you have done a great
job5communicating
points = Superior;
you have done a
your wishes.
great job communicating your wishes.
 4 points = Good, but you need some ﬁnetuning.
4 points = Good, but you need some
ﬁne- tuning.
 3 points = Fair, but more discussion is
needed.
3 points = Fair, but more discussion is
needed.
 1 or 2 points = Poor; you have some
talking
1 orto2do.
points = Poor; you have some
talking to do.

3. You have been found after having a heart attack, and
you have no heartbeat and are not breathing.
Emergency medical providers revive you, and you are
now in intensive care, unconscious, and connected to a
breathing machine. After a few days of tests, doctors
know you were deprived of oxygen to the brain for
several minutes during the heart attack, and you have
brain damage. Your doctors do not think you will wake
up. If you do, you may eventually be able to get off the
breathing machine, but it’s likely – although not certain –
that you will need help with everything, including
dressing, eating, and toileting. Would you want the
breathing machine continued?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Uncertain

4. You have congestive heart failure that causes your
lungs to ﬁll up with ﬂuid; your health is poor; and you are
unable to walk around one block. You are always short
of breath and tired all the time, but you are alert and
able to enjoy time with family and friends. One day you
have a heart attack and your heart stops beating.
Would you want CPR started and 9-1-1 called?
1. You are 91 years old and have been in failing health for a
a. Yes
b. No
c. Uncertain
few years. You spend most of your day in bed and you
need care 24 hours a day because of your dementia. You
easily forget who your friends and family are when they
5. You have advanced liver cancer that has spread to your
come to visit. You have begun to lose interest in eating,
bones and internal organs. You are at home and receiving
and you have lost a lot of weight. You are physically
hospice care. You cannot leave your bed or move too
comfortable and generally in good spirits. The doctor is
much because activity increases the pain, which, despite
talking about a feeding tube so that you can get adequate
large doses of pain medication, is getting worse. You are
nutrition. Would you want the tube?
so heavily medicated that you are in and out of
a. Yes
b. No
c. Uncertain
consciousness, but, when you are conscious, you can still
recognize and talk to your family. The hospice nurse has
2. You have late-stage Alzheimer’s disease and can neither
offered something called palliative sedation to manage
recognize nor converse with your family or other loved
your pain, where you would be sedated to
ones. You been diagnosed with pneumonia that will
unconsciousness until death occurs, but your family must
become fatal unless it is treated with antibiotics. Would
approve it. Would you want palliative sedation?
you want antibiotics?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Uncertain
a. Yes
b. No
c. Uncertain
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE END OF LIFE WASHINGTON
ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
The instructions contained in this document will enable you to complete and implement your End of
Life Washington Advance Directive.
The End of Life Washington Advance Directive combines two legal documents to protect your right
to refuse medical treatment you do not want or to request treatment you do want, in the event you
lose the ability to make decisions. Combining two documents into one makes it less likely that one or
the other will be misplaced.
1. The Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPOAHC) lets you name someone, called

a health care agent, to make decisions about your medical care, including decisions about life
support, if you can no longer speak for yourself.
2. The Health Care Directive lets you state your wishes about medical care in the event your

attending physician determines that you have developed a terminal or hopeless condition and
can no longer make your own medical decisions. The Health Care Directive also applies to
conditions of persistent unconsciousness, irreversible coma, and persistent vegetative state.
Another doctor must then agree with your attending physician's opinion.
The End of Life Washington Advance Directive was created to comply with Washington State law. It
may not be honored in all states. For more detailed information about the DPOAHC and the Health
Care Directive, refer to our About Advance Directives information sheet, located in the Document
Library under Advance Directives on our website at www.endoflifewa.org.
PREPARING YOUR END OF LIFE WASHINGTON ADVANCE DIRECTIVE


Consider filling out the Values Worksheet to help you gather your thoughts and clarify your
values about end-of-life choices. If you feel it helps explain your beliefs about your end-of-life
wishes, you can attach it to your advance directive. Or, you can create your own values
statement that speaks to a specific scenario of concern to you.



Read the instructions in their entirety before completing your advance directive.



Photocopy the advance directive before you start so that you have an original if you need to
start over.
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Be sure the person you appoint as your health care agent understands your wishes and
agrees to honor them.



This is your document. When completed, it should express your wishes. Cross out sections or
words with which you don’t agree.

Your Advance Directive takes effect if you are unable to make your own health care decisions.
This may be due to unconsciousness, heavy pain medications or some form of dementia that
renders you unable to make rational decisions. Remember: when you able to make your own
medical decisions you should do so even if they are different from what you document in this
directive.

The numbers below correspond to the sections on your End of Life Washington Advance Directive
form.
1. MY HEALTH CARE AGENT
The person you name to be your health care agent:
 Must be at least 18 years old and mentally competent.


May be a family member, a close friend, or a competent adult whom you trust to make
serious decisions.



Should clearly understand your wishes and be willing to accept the responsibility of making
medical decisions for you.



Should be someone who can be assertive in the event that caregivers, family members, or
health care providers challenge your wishes.



Does not have to be your spouse, partner, or a member of your biological family.



Need not live in Washington but would need to be readily available in a medical emergency.

The person you appoint as your health care agent cannot be:
 Your doctor or an employee of your doctor.


An owner, operator, administrator, or employee of a health care facility in which you are a
patient at the time you sign your advance directive.

However, if one of the individuals listed above (your doctor, an employee of your doctor, etc.) is
also your spouse, adult child, or sibling, you may appoint that individual to be your health care
agent. In the event that your agent is unable to make decisions on your behalf, you may also name
an alternate agent.
Note: The only changes you can make to this document, once it is complete, relate to changes in
contact information. Designating a new or different healthcare agent necessitates the creation of a
new document.
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Designating a health care agent is highly recommended. If you do not designate a health care
agent, Washington State law authorizes the following people, in order of priority, to make health
care decisions for you. When there is more than one person given authority, such as your children,
parents, or siblings, all must agree.
 A guardian with health decision-making authority, if one has been appointed by a court.
 Your spouse or registered domestic partner.
 Your adult children.
 Your parents.
 Your adult siblings.
If you choose not to name a health care agent in section 1, cross out that section and go on to
section 2.

2. THE AUTHORITY I GIVE MY AGENT
This section identifies the authorities you give to your Health Care Agent. If there is a particular
authority you do not wish your Health Care Agent to assume, cross it out and initial the change.
A statement in this section refers to the Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST)
form, a relatively new form requiring a physician’s signature to be valid. The POLST form is
intended for any adult, 18 years of age or older, with serious health conditions. The form translates
your wishes regarding life-sustaining treatments into a physician’s orders. While the POLST
program specifically permits your health care agent to fill out a POLST form for you, some
physicians may be reluctant to sign when someone other than the patient is requesting it. Granting
specific authority to your health care agent to complete a POLST form on your behalf may alleviate
a physician’s concern.

3. WHY I AM MAKING THIS DOCUMENT
This section is especially important when no health care agent is named in section 1. For those
who do name a health care agent, it provides guidance if a situation not covered by the End of Life
Washington Advance Directive should occur. It allows you to attach an additional statement that
describes and reinforces values expressed in your document. However, no additional statement to
section 3 is necessary or required. You may want to write in more specific terms about what you
want your dying to be like. This statement might include relevant medical history involving you or
close family and friends and deeply held religious, spiritual, and philosophical beliefs.
If you feel that a certain family member will not honor your wishes or might challenge decisions by
your health care agent(s), you may include information here directing physicians and the courts to
disregard his or her demands. If you are a younger, non-terminally-ill adult who wants to refuse all
forms of life-sustaining treatment because your current medical condition is causing you to
experience an unacceptable quality of life, you should explain this here.
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4. WHEN I DO NOT WANT LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT
Qualities of life I consider worse than death. Initialed items indicate you would not want
anything done to prolong your life including life-sustaining treatment if such a life-threatening
event should occur.
(a) Unconsciousness or coma resulting in the permanent inability to think and communicate:
Another doctor must agree with your attending physician’s opinion that the condition is
probably permanent. Heart attack, stroke, head injury, drug overdose, and other
conditions can all result in unconsciousness that may later be diagnosed as chronic coma
or Persistent Vegetative State (PVS). A majority of comatose adults who do not show clear
signs of recovery within a few weeks (usually between two and four) are unlikely to
recover; most will either die or enter a PVS.
This provision is included to help avoid a situation in which life-sustaining treatment during
coma or PVS is continued indefinitely because a physician remains uncertain of the
prognosis.
(b) Irreversible dementia:
Dementia is irreversible when caused by a degenerative disease or trauma. It might be
reversible in some cases when caused by drugs, alcohol, hormone or vitamin imbalances,
or depression. If my dementia is deemed irreversible by a qualified physician with the
concurrence of another physician, I want to forego life-sustaining treatment.
(c) Total dependence on others for my care because of physical deterioration, which is
probably permanent:
If I am no longer able to turn in bed, take care of personal minimal hygiene (bathing,
grooming) or toileting needs, and/or feed myself, I want to forego life-sustaining treatment.
(d) Pain, which probably cannot be eliminated or can be eliminated only by sedating me so
heavily that I cannot converse:
If I experience unrelenting, intolerable pain which cannot be alleviated to my satisfaction by
pain medication, I want to forego life-sustaining treatment.
(e) Other circumstances in which I would not want life-sustaining treatment:
Your experience may enable you to identify circumstances, in addition to or instead of those
in 4(a) through 4(e) that would mean an unacceptable quality of life for you. You may use
this space to state, in your own words, any outcomes or conditions you consider “worse than
death.” People with a terminal diagnosis or potentially life-threatening, chronic conditions are
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encouraged to discuss with their physicians any specific instructions relating to their
conditions that they want to include here. This section is optional. If this space is not
sufficient, write: “See attached page.” Any attached page should be signed, witnessed, and
notarized.
5. WHEN I MAY WANT TEMPORARY LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT
Sometimes it is hard for physicians to know if using life-sustaining treatment for a short period of
times will enable a patient to recover. Some people want their physician to try such treatments if
there is a good chance of recovery. Others would not want life-sustaining treatment begun, because
they fear once treatment has started it might be difficult to get it stopped.
If you want temporary use of life-sustaining treatment when your physician believes it would restore
an acceptable quality of life, you can place an approximate time limit on such attempts. It can be
very difficult for physicians and health care agents to give up trying when they know it means a
patient will soon die. If you want to temporarily receive life-sustaining treatment you should indicate
a time limit for receiving that treatment in the first option, or choose the second option if you want
your Health Care Agent - in consultation with the doctor – to determine the length of treatment if it
is not producing the hoped-for improvement.
6. LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENTS I DO NOT WANT
Physicians may be reluctant to forgo life-sustaining treatment they believe will keep a patient alive,
unless they know a patient has indicated otherwise. This section identifies life-sustaining
procedures you would not want started or continued. It also applies to the conditions you have
initialed and documented in Section 4. Initial any treatments you do not want. Treatments you do
not initial might be used, but this does not mean they will be used. Patients or their families have
no legal right to require treatments that, according to their physicians, are of no medical value to
the patient.
7. MY WISHES CONCERNING COMFORT CARE AND PAIN MEDICATION
This section has been added because some health care providers do not do a good job
managing pain. The administration of high levels of pain medication can decrease breathing to
the point of hastening death. Decreased breathing in such circumstances does not cause
suffering because the medication produces heavy sedation. Drug dependency in a dying person
(whose condition warrants high levels of medication to control pain) is neither an ethical nor legal
concern. Developing a tolerance to pain medication is not addiction. Do not leave this section
blank; initial yes or no.
8. REGARDING A HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION REFUSING TO
HONOR MY WISHES
Catholic or other religiously affiliated health care providers adhere to certain religious directives
or moral teachings and may not honor your advance directive if it conflicts with their institutional
values. If you are terminally ill or death is imminent, religiously affiliated providers will usually
honor your choices to stop or not start life-sustaining treatment. However, in situations involving
pregnancy or persistent vegetative state, they may decline to honor your wishes. Moving to a
different facility is sometimes the best option.
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9. MY WISHES CONCERNING OTHER MATTERS
Washington law does not explicitly allow health care directives to remain in effect after death.
This section states your intention that the document remain in effect to carry out any procedure
you request or consent to in section 9.
Do not leave any of these blank; initial yes or no:

a. I consent to medical treatments that are experimental.

A physician might offer a new test or procedure that could be beneficial, even though its
effectiveness or risks are not well-known.
b. I want to donate organs/tissues.

Your wish to be an organ donor can also be indicated on your driver’s license and/or by
completing an organ donor card. Because Washington law does not explicitly give health care
agents priority in consenting to organ or tissues donation, it is important that everyone in your
immediate family knows about and supports your wishes. Note: the donation of your organs or
tissue may not always be possible.
c.

I consent to an autopsy.
After death, physicians sometimes want to do autopsies to obtain information about an injury
or disease process that could help them treat other patients. Your refusal of an autopsy may
not be honored.

d. I consent to use of all or part of my body for medical education or research.

If you wish your body to go to a specific medical or research institution, you should make prior
arrangements with that institution and with your physician (in addition to initialing YES). Note:
your body donation may not be accepted; so be sure to make alternate plans.
e. I have named the following individual(s) as my designated agent(s) for funeral arrangements:
In 2011, Washington passed a law allowing individuals to name a designated agent to direct
funeral arrangements in accordance with your wishes. Naming a designated agent or an
alternate agent is not required. If you do not use this section, cross it out. If you have a
designated agent, but no alternate, cross out the alternate agent section.
f. I want my remains to be disposed of as follows:
Often people have particular ideas about what they want (or do not want) done with their
bodies after death. You must still make the necessary arrangements so that your instructions
can be carried out. If you have left instructions in a property will or have made arrangements
with a funeral home, People’s Memorial Association, or another organization that assumes
responsibility for your body after death, there is no need to complete this part. If you do not
use this section, cross it out.
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10. IF A COURT APPOINTS A GUARDIAN FOR ME
Unlike many states, Washington law does not direct that a health care agent should be the
court’s first choice for guardian. It makes sense to request that one of your health care agents
serve as your guardian, if such an appointment becomes necessary, because that is the person
you trust who could make a decision to end your life. A judge is not required to appoint the
person you request, but the court would probably give your wishes serious consideration.
11. HOW THIS DIRECTIVE CAN BE REVOKED OR CANCELED
You may revoke your End of Life Washington Advance Directive at any time by doing any one
of the following:
 Canceling, defacing, obliterating, burning, tearing, or otherwise physically destroying it or

having another person destroy it for you in your presence. All copies should be destroyed.
 Executing a written and dated revocation.
 Orally expressing your intent to revoke it.
If you revoke your advance directive, you should notify your health care agent and your health
care provider(s) in writing of your intent to revoke. If you are unable to write, you can have
someone else write a statement for you explaining that you are unable to write, but want your
advance directive revoked.
While Washington law does not permit an incompetent person to execute an advance directive,
this is not true for revocation. Incapacity to make decisions sometimes cannot be clearly
determined for a very ill patient who can still communicate; this makes it hard to decide if a
statement revoking an advance directive is an authentic expression of intent. Therefore, the law
allows an incompetent person to revoke his or her advance directive. This section clarifies that
statements or actions by you expressing disagreement with a particular decision made by your
health care agent does not constitute revocation of the entire document.
The Advance Directive with the latest date will always take precedence over one with an older
date.
12. SUMMARY AND SIGNATURE
Do not sign and date your form until you are in the presence of valid witnesses and – if you are
having your document notarized (see below) – a notary.
13. STATEMENT OF WITNESSES
In order to make your advance directive legally binding, you must sign the document in the
presence of two adult witnesses (and a notary, if you elect to have your document notarized).
Make sure your witnesses meet the criteria for being a witness.
The two witnesses cannot be:
Related to you by blood or marriage.
Entitled to any portion of your estate through the operation of law or through any will or codicil.
A person who has a claim against your estate.
Your attending physician or an employee of your attending physician.
An owner, operator, administrator, or employee of a health care facility in which you are a
patient at the time you sign your advance directive.
 Your home care provider or a care provider at an adult family home or long-term care facility
where you live.
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About Notarization: Notaries do not normally affirm anything beyond the identity of the person
signing the document before them. While Washington State does not require notarization of this
advance directive to make it legal, this form includes a notary statement because we believe that
notarization eliminates doubt about the validity of your document in the future. Additionally, some
states do require advance directives to be notarized. Notaries can be found at your bank, insurance
office, or some office supply stores (call ahead to make sure they will notarize an advance directive
and make an appointment. Ask if they can provide witnesses or bring your own witnesses with
you). End of Life Washington provides complimentary notarization of advance directives in our
Seattle-area office.
If you have questions or need guidance in preparing your End of Life Washington Advance Directive,
please call our office at 206.256.1636, and a staff member will be glad to assist you.

AFTER COMPLETING YOUR
END OF LIFE WASHINGTON ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
1. Where to keep your Advance Directive: Your advance directive is an important legal document,

but unlike most legal documents, copies are just as valid as the original. Keep the original signed
documents in a secure but accessible place. Do not give the original documents to your attorney
or put them in a safe deposit box or any other security box that would keep others from having
access to them in the event of an emergency. Tip: To ensure documents are on hand, many
married couples and registered domestic partners carry copies of their advance directives in the
glove box of their vehicles or in a compartment in their suitcases when they travel.
2. Who should have a copy? Give photocopies of the signed originals to your health care agent(s),

doctor(s), lawyer, family, close friends, clergy, designated agent(s) for funeral arrangements, and
anyone else who might become involved in your health care (see Item 5 below).
3. Tell important people about your wishes: The importance of discussing your documents with

the important people involved cannot be overemphasized. Discuss your wishes concerning medical
treatment with your health care agent(s), doctor(s), clergy, family, and friends often, particularly if
your medical condition changes. Make clear to other family members that your health care agent(s)
will have final authority to act on your behalf. For more advice about communicating your end-oflife wishes, check the Document Library at www.endoflifewa.org or request our Talking To Your
Family About Dying information sheet.
4. Will the doctor honor your wishes? When you present your advance directive to your

physician(s), ask if he or she will honor it. If not, find a physician who will. For more information
about communicating your wishes to your physician(s), check the Document Library at
www.endoflifewa.org or request our Talking to Your Doctor About Dying information sheet.
5. If you are admitted to a health care facility or enrolled in a home-based health care program:

You may be offered other living will forms. Do not fill out such forms; give admissions staff a copy
of your completed End of Life Washington Advance Directive. Most other forms are not as
comprehensive or effective as the End of Life Washington Advance Directive and may be
interpreted in a way that will conflict with it. Remember, the Advance Directive with the most recent
date is the one that will be followed.
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6. Making changes: If you want to make changes to your documents after they have been signed

and witnessed, you should complete a new document. However, updating addresses or phone
numbers is permissible. Updates should be initialed and dated.
7. Keep your advance directive updated: Be sure to review your advance directive occasionally

to be sure it reflects your current preferences and values. Initial and date it whenever you review
it.
8. Revoking your Advance Directive: If you revoke your advance directive as per section 12, make

sure you notify your health care agent(s), family, and doctor(s). If possible, retrieve and destroy
copies of your revoked document, or instruct those who have revoked copies to destroy them. Keep
one copy of your revoked advance directive in your records with the word “REVOKED” written
across the front. This shows how long you have thought about these issues and could help if it
becomes necessary to rely on a new advance directive shortly after you prepared the document.
The advance directive with the latest date takes precedence over previous advance directives.
9. Medical emergencies: Be aware that your advance directive will not be effective in the event of

a medical emergency. Ambulance personnel are required to provide cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) and other life-sustaining treatments unless a valid Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining
Treatment (POLST) form is present.
10. Travel to other states: If you travel, you may want to take copies of your advance directive with

you, as other states may honor it. Although they may have specific requirements about notarization
or witnessing, most states do not require a specific form or format.
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DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE and HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVE
of:

{Your name here.}

This document states my choices about use of life-sustaining medical treatment and comfort
care. It is meant to inform and guide whoever will make health care decisions for me, if I
become unable to make my own health care decisions. I understand that such inability may only
be temporary. When I can make my own health care decisions I want to do so.
Even when I cannot make my own health care decisions, I want my physician and my health
care decision maker(s) to talk to me honestly about my condition and treatment.
I want this directive to remain in effect after my death for autopsy, organ donation, use of my
body for medical research, and for my agent to arrange for the disposition of my remains, if I
authorize that in section 9.
1. MY HEALTH CARE AGENT
I appoint as my primary agent:
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

My alternate agent {optional}:
If my primary agent is unable or unwilling to serve, or is unavailable when decisions need to be
made for me, then I name this alternate agent:
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

If my alternate agent acts for me because my primary agent is unavailable, I intend that the alternate
agent act only until my primary agent is available.
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2. THE AUTHORITY I GIVE MY AGENT
I grant my agent complete authority to make all decisions about my health care. This includes,
but is not limited to (a) consenting, refusing consent, and withdrawing consent for medical
treatment recommended by my physicians, including life-sustaining treatments; (b) requesting
particular medical treatments; (c) employing and dismissing health care providers; (d) changing
my health care insurers; (e) signing a Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST)
form; (f) transferring me to another facility, private home, or other place; and (g) accessing my
medical records and information. This authority applies to information governed by the Health
Insurance Portability and Accounting Act (HIPAA) of 1996 and any further changes to HIPAA.
3. WHY I AM MAKING THIS DOCUMENT/ HOW TO MAKE HEALTH CARE
DECISIONS FOR ME
I want whoever makes health care decisions for me to do as I would want in the circumstances,
based on the choices I express in this document. I do not want others to substitute their choices
for mine because they disagree with my choices or because they think their choices are in my
best interest. I do not want my intentions to be rejected because someone thinks that if I had
more information when I completed this document, or if I had known certain medical facts that
developed later, I would change my mind. If what I would want is not known, then I want
decisions to be made in my best interest, based on (a) my values, (b) the contents of this
document, and (c) medical information provided by my health care providers.
I have completed and attached an additional statement of my values.
{Optional}

4. WHEN I DO NOT WANT LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT
I value life very much, but I believe that to be kept alive in certain circumstances is worse than
death. If I initial an item in this section it means that if such an initialed life-threatening event
should occur, I would not want to receive life-sustaining treatment. I want my care-givers to
focus on comfort care and pain management, and I should be allowed to die as peacefully as
possible: {initial all that apply}
a.

Unconsciousness or coma that probably will prevent me from communicating,
permanently.

b. Irreversible dementia such as Alzheimer’s Disease.
c. Total dependence on others for my care because of physical deterioration, which
is probably permanent.
d. Pain which probably cannot be eliminated, or can be eliminated only by
sedating me so heavily that I cannot converse.
e. Below are other circumstances in which I would not want life-sustaining treatment:
{Optional}
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5. WHEN I MAY WANT TEMPORARY USE OF LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT
I understand that I could become unconscious or unable to communicate, temporarily. If I were
to become unconscious or unable to communicate temporarily, then (initial only ONE line):
_____ I would want to receive life-sustaining treatment, for up to ____ weeks (please specify)
_____ I would want to receive life-sustaining treatment for a period of time determined by my
health care agent, based on the judgement of my doctor(s).
_____ I still would want no life-sustaining treatment.
6. LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENTS I DO NOT WANT
If I experience a condition in which I would not want life-sustaining treatment (as documented in
Section 4), or if I experience a quality of life my agent believes I would consider unacceptable, I
do not want the following life-sustaining treatments started. If already started, I want them
stopped.
{Initial all that you do not want.}

_____ All cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) measures to try to restart my heart and
breathing, if those stop, including artificial ventilation, stimulants, diuretics, heart
regulating drugs, or any other treatment for heart failure.
Artificial ventilation when I can no longer breathe on my own.
Heart-regulating drugs, if my heartbeat becomes irregular.
Nutrition and hydration other than ordinary food and water delivered by mouth, if I
cannot eat and drink enough to sustain myself.
Surgeries for the purpose of prolonging my life rather than for providing comfort.
Dialysis if my kidneys do not work normally.
Medications, treatments or procedures, when their primary purpose is to prolong life
rather than control pain.
Anything else intended to prolong my life.

7. MY WISHES CONCERNING COMFORT CARE AND PAIN MEDICATION
If I am experiencing symptoms such as pain, breathlessness, or visible
discomfort, I want treatment to relieve my pain and symptoms and make me
comfortable, even if medical providers believe this might unintentionally
hasten my death, cause drug dependency, or make me unconscious.

Yes

No

_____

_____
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8. IF A HEALTH CARE PROVIDER REFUSES TO HONOR MY DECISIONS OR
DECISIONS OF MY HEALTH CARE AGENT
(Cross out this section, if you do not agree.)
If I am ever in a health care facility that refuses to honor my decisions expressed in this
document or decisions made for me by my health care agent, I want my agent to take whatever
actions he or she decides are appropriate to secure those decisions, including but not limited to
changing my physician(s) or moving me out of the facility.
9. MY WISHES CONCERNING OTHER MATTERS
Yes

No

a. I consent to medical treatments that are experimental.

___

___

b. I want to donate organs/tissues.

___

___

c. I consent to an autopsy.

___

___

d. I consent to use of all or part of my body for medical education or research.

___

___

e. I have named the following individual(s) as my agent(s) for funeral arrangements:
My agent for funeral arrangements:
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

My alternate agent for funeral arrangements (if my primary agent is unable or unwilling to serve,
or if my agent is a spouse or partner from whom I am separated or divorced when decisions
need to be made for me):
{optional}

Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)
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f. I want my remains to be disposed of as follows: {describe}

10. IF A COURT APPOINTS A GUARDIAN FOR ME
If I have named a health care agent, I want my agent to be my guardian. If he/she cannot serve,
then I want my alternate agent to be my guardian, if I have named an alternate. If the court
decides to appoint someone else, I ask that the court require the guardian to consult with my
agent (or alternate) concerning all health care decisions that would require my consent if I were
acting for myself.
11. HOW THIS DIRECTIVE CAN BE REVOKED OR CANCELED
This directive can be revoked by a written statement to that effect, or by any other expression of
intention to revoke. However, if I express disagreement with a particular decision made for me,
that disagreement alone is not a revocation of this document. Note: The signed and witnessed
Advance Directive with the latest date will take precedence over older Advance Directives.
12. SUMMARY AND SIGNATURE
I understand what this document means. If I am ever unable to make my own health care
decisions, I am directing whoever makes them for me to do as I have said here. This includes
withholding and/or withdrawing life-sustaining medical treatment, which might result in my death
occurring sooner than if everything medically possible were done. I make this document of my
free will, and I believe I have the mental and emotional capacity to do so. I want this document
to become effective, even if I become incompetent or otherwise disabled.

Signature

Date

{Sign only in the presence of two witnesses and a notary, if notarizing.}
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13. STATEMENT OF WITNESSES
{Print the legal name of the person making this document on this line.}
is personally known to me, and I believe this person to be of sound mind and to have completed this document voluntarily. I
affirm I am at least 18 years old, not related to the signer of this document by blood, marriage, or adoption, and am not their
health care agent named in this document. As far as I know I am not a beneficiary of the signer’s will or any codicil, and I have
no claim against their estate. I am not directly involved in their health care, and I am not an employee of their physician or a
health care facility where the person making this document may reside. I am not a home care provider for this person, nor am I a
care provider at an adult family home or long-term care facility in which this person resides.

WITNESS 1
___________________________
Signature

WITNESS 2
____________________
Date

___________________________
Signature

____________________
Date

__________________ ________________

___________________ ________________

Printed Name

Printed Name

Phone

Phone

___________________________________

____________________________________

Address

Address

NOTARIZATION {optional}
STATE OF WASHINGTON

County of ________________________________

I certify that I know or have satisfactory evidence that ________________________________________ signed this document
and acknowledged it to be their free and voluntary act for the uses and purposes mentioned in this document.
Dated this ________ day of _________, 20 ______
_________________________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Washington
Residing at _______________________________________
My commission expires ______________________________
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE LIVING WITH DEMENTIA
MENTAL HEALTH ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
The instructions contained in this document will enable you to complete and implement the Living With Dementia
Mental Health Advance Directive (referred to from now on as “Directive”). Because this document offers you the
option of permanently giving away your rights to make certain decisions, it is very important that you read
and fully understand these instructions and the entire Directive before you complete and sign the Directive.

ABOUT THIS DIRECTIVE
This Directive is the result of a collaborative effort between Seattle University School of Law Professor Lisa Brodoff
and Robb Miller, former Executive Director of End of Life Washington. It was created to allow mentally competent
people dealing with Alzheimer’s and dementia to document their wishes related to where to live, how to finance their
care, when to stop driving, and many other issues. You can also use it to give someone the power to make your
decisions for you. This document is not a Living Will or Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care and does not
document your wishes for medical or end-of-life care.
In 2002 Washington State passed a law about mental health advance directives primarily for people with mental health
illnesses like schizophrenia and bipolar disorder to make decisions about their mental health care, to state their
treatment preferences, and to appoint a substitute decision-maker. This Directive is a mental health advance directive
that has been customized for people with Alzheimer’s/dementia. Because this Directive is based on Washington
State law, it may not be legal or honored outside of Washington.
Although other states have enacted mental health advance directives, legal requirements differ from state to state. If
you do not reside in Washington and you live in a state that has a mental health advance directive law similar
to Washington’s, you may be able to modify this Directive to make it legal in your state. If you want this option,
check with a local Alzheimer’s Association (http://www.alz.org, 800.272.3900), senior service organization, elder law
attorney, geriatric care manager, or other professional who specializes in advance planning for people with
Alzheimer’s/dementia. Even if this Directive is not legal where you live, you can still use it to document your
wishes and provide a guide for your family, health care providers, long-term care providers, and others.
In order to make this document, you must be an adult with capacity to understand the possible risks and
benefits of your choices. “Incapacitated” means that you have been found by a court or group of professionals to be
unable to understand your choices and make informed decisions. You may not make this Directive if you are
incapacitated or a guardian has been appointed to make your health care decisions.
Although Washington State law states that your Directive should be followed to the “fullest extent possible,” it does not
guarantee that all your choices will be honored by your family or health care providers. For example, you cannot force
a family member to take care of you or a long-term care facility to accept you. However, making this Directive will help
ensure your wishes are considered and increase the likelihood they will be honored. Documenting your actual desires
and care goals when you are well enough to make decisions can result in much less stress on your family and other
loved ones and allows you to exert more control about decisions made on your behalf in the future.
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Many very personal and difficult issues are addressed and documented in this Directive, and reading about some of
them can paint a skewed or scary picture of life with Alzheimer’s/dementia. Addressing your concerns or fears with a
mental health professional that specializes in working with people who have been diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s/dementia may be very helpful. It is also advisable to seek legal advice from an experienced elder law
attorney. See the Guide section below for resources for finding these professionals.
Even with good care, people who experience Alzheimer’s/dementia may have very different outcomes. Some may
appear as a pleasantly confused person with humor intact living in relative peace with the disease. Others may
experience symptoms or behaviors that are more difficult to manage. Most people’s experiences and behaviors will
change over time. With the goal of being prepared, this Directive is intended to help plan for the worst-case
scenarios. Although this planning may be difficult, it can be a huge relief to you and your family to deal with these
important issues upfront.

GUIDE TO MAKING YOUR DIRECTIVE


This is a long, complex document, and you or your partner/spouse and/or family may not understand what you
will be facing with an Alzheimer’s/dementia disease diagnosis. Therefore, the help of professionals, such as a
mental health professional, geriatric care manager, and/or an elder law attorney, is highly recommended. In
Washington, End of Life Washington may be able to assist with referrals to these professionals. Elsewhere,
your local Alzheimer’s Association (www.alz.org, 800.272.3900), your state’s psychological association, and
senior service organizations may be able to help you find qualified, experienced professionals. You may also
want to check the National Association of Elder Law Attorneys at alturl.com/ixo85 and the National Association
of Geriatric Care Managers at memberfinder.caremanager.org.



Once again, read the instructions and the Directive in their entirety before completing your Directive. It may
take much time, thought, and many conversations, along with consultation with professionals to complete your
Directive.



Make a few photocopies of the Directive before you start, in case you need to start over. You will probably
want to use one of the copies as a “working document.”



If you are a person in the early stages of Alzheimer’s/dementia or you have a family history of Alzheimer’s, it is
advisable to do this planning early. Doing this planning while you are still clearly capable of making these
decisions helps prevent questions later about whether you had the capacity to make the Directive. You cannot
make this Directive if you become incapacitated.



Talk with your family, friends, physicians, and/or attorney about your decision to complete this Directive.



This is your document. When completed, it should express your wishes. Cross out sections, sentences, or
words with which you don’t agree.



In the spaces provided, initial every statement that you agree with. If you do not agree with the statement, put
a line through the spaces provided. Do not leave any blank spaces.



Follow the short directions provided within the form between the brackets, “{ }.” For example: {Initial only one,
and draw a line through the others.}



If you have questions or need guidance in preparing the Alzheimer’s Disease/Dementia Mental Health
Advance Directive, please contact End of Life Washington (206.256.1636, 877.222.2816 toll-free,
info@EndofLifeWA.org, www.EndofLifeWA.org) and a staff member will be glad to assist you.
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THE NUMBERS AND LETTERS IN THE GUIDE BELOW CORRESPOND
TO THE SAME SECTIONS IN YOUR DIRECTIVE
1. WHEN AND HOW LONG I WANT THIS DOCUMENT TO BE EFFECTIVE
The first section of this document is also one of the most important. There are three choices, and
you must pick only one.
Choice
a. Effective
immediately.

Advantage
No doubts about when Directive is
effective. Immediate benefit of
advocacy from your agent.
Professionals don’t have to consult with
your agent until you are incapacitated.
There can be a definitive finding that
you are incapacitated.

b. Effective if you
lose capacity.

c. Effective when
certain symptoms
or behaviors
occur.

You can tailor your Directive to fit a
particular symptom or symptoms, such
as when you no longer recognize your
spouse/partner.

Disadvantage
Professionals may not understand that
you must still be consulted about
decisions.
You may become incapacitated before
a formal finding that you are
incapacitated. Your agent cannot
advocate for you until you are deemed
incapacitated.
It may not always be clear to others
when the circumstances, symptoms, or
behaviors you choose occur.

2. WHEN I MAY REVOKE THIS DIRECTIVE
You must choose one or the other, or your Directive will not be valid.
Choice
Only when I
have capacity.
Even if I am
incapacitated.

Advantage
Can protect you from making bad
decisions when you are
incapacitated.
You can revoke this Directive at
any time, even when you are
incapacitated.

Disadvantage
When you are incapacitated, you cannot change
your mind about your treatment choices made in
this Directive.
If you become incapacitated, you could make
decisions that are not in your own best interests or
are contrary to your Directive.

Important: Choosing “Even if I am incapacitated” may result in your entire Directive being revoked by you,
effectively ending all the advance planning you did while you had capacity. You could also make a decision while
incapacitated that terminated your mental health care agent’s authority to act on your behalf and result in
someone else becoming your legal surrogate decision-maker for your mental health care decisions. Your new
legal surrogate decision-maker could then become someone you do not want to have this authority
(see “If you do not designate a mental health care agent…” below).

3. MY MENTAL HEALTH CARE AGENT
Designating a mental health care agent is highly recommended. If you do not designate a mental health care
agent, Washington State law authorizes the following people, in order of priority, to make mental health care
decisions for you.
 A court-appointed guardian with decision-making authority.
 Your spouse or registered domestic partner.
 Your adult children.
 Your parents.
 Your adult siblings.
When there is more than one person in a category, such as your adult children, then all must agree.
If you choose not to name a mental health care agent in section 3, cross out sections 3 and 4, and go on to
section 5.
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Important: The person you name as your mental health care agent should be the same person you name as your
Health Care Agent in your Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care, a document that allows you to name
someone to make medical (not mental health care) decisions for you when you cannot speak for yourself. If the
agents named in these two documents are not the same person, conflict about certain issues could occur. While
this conflict is being resolved, the choices you make in this Directive could be delayed or prevented.
Be sure the people you appoint as your health care agents understand your wishes and agree to honor them.
Do not name someone to be your health care agent without his or her knowledge and permission.
You should also name an alternate mental health care agent, if possible. This allows someone else to advocate
for you if your primary mental health care agent is unavailable or you outlive him or her.
If you are married or partnered to the person you name as your primary mental health care agent, be sure to
indicate whether you would want your spouse/partner to continue to be your agent if you were separated or
divorced from him or her. Sometimes partners/spouses divorce for reasons that may have no bearing on their
trust of the current partner/spouse to carry out their wishes (for example, divorce for the purpose of qualifying for
public assistance such as Medicaid).
The person you name to be your mental health care agent:
 Must be at least 18 years old and mentally competent.
 May be a family member or close friend whom you trust to make serious decisions.
 Should clearly understand your wishes and be willing to accept the responsibility of making mental health
care and other decisions for you.
 Should be someone who can be assertive in the event that caregivers, family members, or health care
providers challenge your wishes.
 Does not have to be your spouse, partner, or a member of your biological family.
 Need not live in Washington but should be readily available in the event of a mental health emergency.
The person you appoint as your mental health care agent cannot be:
 Your doctor or an employee of your doctor.
 An owner, operator, administrator, or employee of a health care facility in which you are a patient at the
time you sign your advance directive.
However, if one of the individuals listed above (your doctor, an employee of your doctor, etc.) is also your spouse,
adult child, or sibling, you may appoint that individual to be your mental health care agent.
Note to same-sex spouses and registered domestic partners: If you do not designate your spouse or registered
domestic partner as your primary mental health care agent, your spouse or domestic partner may not have the
right to make your mental health care decisions or even have access to you in an emergency mental health
situation outside of Washington.

4. THE AUTHORITY I GIVE MY MENTAL HEALTH CARE AGENT
This section gives your mental health care agent broad authority to make decisions about your mental health
care. If you do not want your agent to have the authority to do something described here, cross out those words
or sentences.

5. HOW TO MAKE MENTAL HEALTH CARE DECISIONS AND
IMPLEMENT THIS DIRECTIVE
No document can foresee and express your choices about every situation that may occur. This section provides
guidance to your mental health care agent and others if issues not addressed by this Directive arise.
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6. PERSONAL HISTORY AND CARE VALUES STATEMENT
One of the most important steps you can take to ensure your wishes will be honored and you get the care you
want is to write a statement about your values, faith, history, beliefs, work history, important past and present
relationships, interests, or anything else you believe is important for your caregivers to know. By knowing and
understanding the person before them, caregivers can more easily connect with you on a more personal level.
When the general values about care are stated, people who make decisions for you will have a better idea of
what to do in situations that cannot be anticipated. Although writing a statement is optional, it is highly
recommended. The more your providers, your agent, and others interested in your welfare know about you and
your wishes, the better they are able to react to, and deal with, situations as they arise.

7. PREFERENCES AND INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT MY CARE AND TREATMENT
a. Preferences regarding care in my home.
(1) One of the first decisions that people with Alzheimer’s/dementia will need to make concerns the type of
care they would want to receive while still in their own homes. At the beginning stages of the illness most
people with Alzheimer’s/dementia are able to remain at home, either alone or with a spouse, partner,
family, or others. As the disease progresses, you will eventually need assistance with personal care,
reminders to take medication, housekeeping, cooking, grocery shopping, and driving to appointments.
This personal care can be delivered in a number of ways – by family members (for pay or as volunteers),
individuals hired for this service, and agencies. Some people may prefer that personal care be done only
by family members, while others would never want their family members to do those tasks.
Giving advance permission for individuals who are not family members to provide your care could take the
pressure and guilt off your family or mental health care agent for bringing in nonfamily care providers.
(2) If you have any cultural, religious, and/or gender preferences about your personal care and assistance,
write them here. Discuss your preferences and choices with your family, mental health care agent, and/or
geriatric care manager to be sure they are feasible.
b. Preferences and instructions involving out-of-home placements.
One of the most predictable decisions that a person with Alzheimer’s/dementia will have to face concerns a
future placement outside the family home. When, where, and how that out-of-home placement will occur are
decisions that can be anticipated and dealt with by people with Alzheimer’s/dementia in consultation with their
family, their medical providers, and other geriatric care professionals.
There are now a variety of out-of-home placements that can be discussed and decided upon in advance,
including assisted-living facilities and adult family homes that specialize in Alzheimer’s/dementia care. These
placement decisions can best be made in consultation with a professional geriatric care or case manager who
is familiar with the various placement options in your community. Without prior planning, families and mental
health care agents can find themselves in an emergency situation, faced with their relative or loved one with
Alzheimer’s/dementia being evicted with no place to go and no alternative plan of action.
(1) Identifies the location where you would like to live. Before you name a family member or other loved one
as a person you want to live with, be sure this person (and his or her family) is willing to let you move in.
(2) Identifies the setting where you would prefer to live, such as an assisted-living facility or adult family home
and provides the option to name the home or facility. Each of these less-than-nursing-home institutional
options may become unsustainable at some point in the course of the disease, because the care needed
in the final stages of Alzheimer’s (and some people with dementia) is beyond that provided in most
assisted-living and adult family home facilities. Because nursing home placement is currently the likely end
option, making your wishes known here regarding that ultimate decision can go a long way toward
relieving the family’s stress and guilt over making that difficult decision on their own.
(3) Identifies a person, such as a geriatric care manager, or agency to assess your ability to remain in your
home.
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c. Preferences and instructions about dealing with combative, assaultive, or aggressive behaviors, with
authority to consent to inpatient treatment.
Probably the most difficult effect of Alzheimer’s and some forms of dementia on some people with these
illnesses is the appearance of new and unexpected behaviors. Between thirty and fifty percent of people with
Alzheimer’s will become combative, assaultive, or sexually aggressive during the course of their illness. These
behaviors can come as a surprise to family and caregivers who have never before seen their loved ones
behave in this way. It can also be dangerous for both people with the disease and their caregivers.
Unfortunately, these situations can also result in an emergency situation involving law enforcement and
emergency medical care. Sometimes people with Alzheimer’s/dementia who are resistant or combative are
committed to psychiatric hospitals on an emergency basis. These situations are extremely upsetting and
distressing for the person with Alzheimer’s/dementia and for the family.
This Directive provides you with the ability to plan in advance to avoid sudden and involuntary commitment by
allowing you to voluntarily consent to hospitalization, as well as stating a preference for a facility specializing in
providing Alzheimer’s/dementia care or that you believe will provide the quality of care desired. Providing your
consent in this Directive increases the likelihood that you will receive specialized quality treatment. Once
stabilized, you have a greater chance of returning home (whether to your family home, adult family home, or
other setting).
(1) Allows you to bind yourself to hospitalization and treatment and express your preference for treatment at a
facility specializing in Alzheimer’s/dementia care, even if you are objecting to it at the time. It is important to
understand that no matter which option you select, involuntary commitment could still occur.
(2) Indicates you want treatment from trained caregivers who know you and your history.
(3) Expresses a preference to be admitted to a particular specialized geriatric or dementia care unit, or a
similar facility, if available.
(4) Expresses a preference not to be admitted to a particular facility or facilities.
d. Preferences regarding the financing of my care.
The financial burden imposed upon people with Alzheimer’s/dementia and their families can be overwhelming.
Moreover, those costs are exponentially greater when nursing home care is required. As a result, even
relatively well-off people may find it impossible to meet their care needs in the later stages of
Alzheimer’s/dementia without depleting their assets and savings, putting the remaining family members and
dependents (if there are any) at risk of impoverishment. People who hope to leave their home and savings to
their children, family, or friends after they die may not be able to do so. This financial burden adds significant
stress and worry to an already difficult diagnosis.
Given that a substantial percentage of people with Alzheimer’s/dementia will ultimately need this expensive
care in either their home or nursing facility, it is critical that advance planning on how to finance care be
considered, discussed, and ultimately executed. Paying privately, using long-term care Insurance, public
assistance through the Medicaid program, or a combination of all three are the typical ways that this high cost
of care is covered. Some people with Alzheimer’s/dementia may opt to use Medicaid planning methods to
become eligible for coverage, to preserve assets for a spouse/partner, or to pass on their property after death.
Others may choose to use all savings and income on purchasing the highest quality of private care and only
apply for Medicaid if and when all available money has been spent.
While this section of the document allows you to indicate your preferences regarding the financing of your
care, you will almost certainly need significant legal and financial advice in order to make well-informed
decisions on these issues and to understand the impacts on your spouse/partner, family, or heirs. Consulting
with an experienced elder law attorney about financing your care is very highly recommended before
making any decisions about these important issues.
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Your local Alzheimer’s Association, senior service organizations, and the local bar association may be able to
help you find a qualified elder law attorney. You may also want to check the National Association of Elder Law
Attorneys at alturl.com/ixo85. In Washington State, End of Life Washington (206.256.1636, 877.222.2816 tollfree, info@EndofLifeWA.org, www.EndofLifeWA.org) may also be able to assist with referrals.
e. Preferences regarding future intimate relationships.
Unfortunately, people with Alzheimer’s/dementia experience changes that generally result in both partners in
the relationship losing the personal and sexual intimacy that can be such a crucial part of their lives together.
Discussing your hopes and values with your partner/spouse with regard to intimacy, as well as feelings about
entering into other intimate relationships, may help sort out any tricky situations that arise later on when you
may not be able to express your wishes. Working with therapists trained in sexuality and Alzheimer’s/dementia
may be necessary to reach agreements about these charged topics.
This part of the Directive allows you to plan for three possibilities involving intimate relationships.
(1) Expresses your preference regarding maintaining intimate relationships with your spouse/partner.
Many people with Alzheimer’s/dementia and their spouses/partners want to continue their intimate
relationship for as long as possible. For people with Alzheimer’s/dementia, remaining sexually active can
provide an important way of maintaining their role in the relationship and giving back to their partners. For
partners/spouses, sexual intimacy can be an important way to maintain connection and give support.
Maintaining sexual relationships can benefit both partners by easing depression by providing emotional
and physical support.
Despite the significant benefits to committed couples who keep the sexual relationship intact, there can be
barriers to doing so, including cognitive changes due to Alzheimer’s/dementia; well partners/spouses being
upset by the sexual advances of a partner/spouse when he or she can no longer remember or recognize
them; and dealing with spouses/partners who become sexually aggressive. Your spouse or partner may
also worry that you may have reached a point where you cannot consent to a sexual relationship, creating
concerns about forcing herself or himself upon you.
While expressing your preferences may not resolve all the problems, documenting them can help ease
some of the conflicts, guilt, and obstacles that may arise.
(2) Expresses your preferences regarding your partner/spouse having relationships outside the bounds of
your partnership/marriage or other commitment.
Because of the emotional stresses, loss of sexual intimacy, and depression experienced by well
partners/spouses of people with Alzheimer’s/dementia, it is not uncommon for the well partner to have, or
want to have, intimate relationships with others. But the guilt suffered by the well partner, who believes he
or she has violated their partnership/marriage vows or their ill partner’s/spouse’s wishes, can be
enormous.
It may or may not be the case that you would consent to your partner/spouse having an intimate
relationship when you are no longer able to be there emotionally or sexually for your partner/spouse. Some
people might give their well partner their blessing to seek out other relationships at a point when there is
no longer any recognition of him or her by the ill partner/spouse. Others may believe that their religious
and moral code holds that the couple should be together and faithful through sickness, as well as health.
In either case, discussing this charged topic in advance may allow you and your partner/spouse a sense of
respect for each other’s dilemmas and lead to agreements and consents about future behavior.
(3) Expresses your preferences for future intimate relationships for yourself.
People with advanced Alzheimer’s/dementia still can, and do, have sexual desires. It is not unusual for a
person with Alzheimer’s/dementia who is in a long-term care facility to want to have a romantic or sexual
relationship with another person at the facility. Long-term care staff are required to consider whether or not
the relationship should be allowed at all, whether to let family know about it and seek their approval, and
whether the resident has the capacity to consent to a sexual relationship.
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Well partners/spouses may understand and tolerate their ill partner/spouse having another relationship
because they see their partner/spouse as happy again. Often the people who do take issue with a
developing romantic relationship are the adult children of a parent with Alzheimer’s/dementia.
Documenting whether or not you would be agreeable to a relationship with someone else could spare your
family, facility staff, and the resident of a long-term care facility the grief and upheaval that can result when
trying to guess what you would want if a romantic relationship develops.
f. Preferences regarding my pet(s).
If you have a pet or pets, give consideration regarding whom you would want to care for them when you can no
longer provide care. This is especially important if you live alone. If you want a family member or friend to adopt
your pet(s), make sure he or she agrees to do so.

8. CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN EXPERIMENTAL
ALZHEIMER’S/DEMENTIA DRUG TRIALS
Although there is no cure for Alzheimer’s and many forms of dementia, there are currently clinical trials being
conducted on many new drugs that have the potential to improve symptoms or prevent the full onset of the illness.
Many people with Alzheimer’s/dementia want to participate in research studies, not only for the possibility of
improving their own health, but also in the hopes of contributing to the research for a cure.
This section allows you to describe if and when you would consent to participate in a drug trial or trials, along with a
description of your values and preferences around participating. For example, you can list what side effects of tested
drugs would be intolerable (such as nausea or headache) or what procedures you would reject or accept (injections
or blood draws).
In order to participate in a drug trial, people with Alzheimer’s/dementia must be able to give informed consent after
learning of the possible side effects and benefits of the treatment. Or they must have a mental health care agent or
other legal surrogate decision-maker give consent on their behalf. Although the ability to give your consent in
advance is controversial and not certain, stating your preference to participate in your Directive may make it possible.
Follow the directions in the brackets “[ ]” very carefully.

9. CONSENT REGARDING SUSPENSION OF MY DRIVING PRIVILEGES
Eventually, everyone with Alzheimer’s/dementia will need to stop driving; in the later stages of the illness
impairments in judgment, reaction time, and focus will make driving dangerous. However, people with mild
Alzheimer’s/dementia often are still able to drive safely, sometimes years after diagnosis.
A decision about when driving is no longer safe is a difficult one for you and your family, because it signifies disease
progression and results in the loss of independence and autonomy. For you, it could result in feeling demeaned by
the loss of control and dependence on others to get from place to place. For the person or people who have to stop
you from driving, it can result in guilt.
This Directive allows you to indicate that you want a medical professional or your mental health care agent to make
the decision that the time to stop driving has come. It also provides you with the option to name the medical
professional(s) you trust to make this important decision. Please note that choosing not to initial either option or
crossing out this entire section does not mean that you may continue driving.

10. REGARDING A HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION REFUSING TO HONOR MY
WISHES
Some health care facilities and long-term care providers adhere to certain religious directives, moral teachings,
and/or organizational policies and may not be willing to honor your Directive if it conflicts with their institutional
policies. In Washington State, many hospitals, hospices, and long-term care providers are being acquired by, or
falling under control of, religious-affiliated organizations.
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The first statement in this section affirms that your admission to such a facility does not mean you consent to
procedures, policies, or courses of treatment that conflict with your Directive. Indicating that you want your wishes to
take precedence over a facility’s policies affirms your lack of consent and provides guidance to your mental health
care agent or other legal surrogate decision-makers.
The second statement documents that if the health care or long-term care facility where you are a patient or resident
declines to follow your wishes as set out in this Directive, you want your mental health care agent or other legal
surrogate decision-maker to have you transferred to another facility, if possible, that will agree to honor your wishes
as spelled out in this Directive.
In some parts of Washington or the state where you live, a facility that may not honor all your wishes may be the only
one available or close enough to your partner/spouse, mental health care agent, family, or other loved ones, or it
may be the best facility for your particular needs. In any of these cases, requesting that your agent transfer you may
not always be feasible, possible, or advisable.

11. IF A COURT APPOINTS A GUARDIAN FOR ME
Unlike many states, Washington law does not direct that a health care agent (named in a Durable Power of Attorney
for Health Care) or a mental health care agent (named in this Directive) should be the court’s first choice for
guardian.
You can use this section to say who you want your guardian to be, if a court appoints one for you. A judge is required
to appoint the person you request, except for good cause or disqualification. Filling out this section does not mean
you agree to have a guardian.
It makes sense to request that your mental health care agent serve as your guardian, because that is the person you
trust to make your mental health care decisions. However, if a guardian is named for you, he or she will also take
control of your medical decisions. This is another reason why your health care agent named in a Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care and your mental health care agent named in this Directive should be the same person.
Make sure the person you nominate to be your guardian is willing to do it, and get his or her consent before writing in
his or her name.

12. OTHER DOCUMENTS
Making this Directive is just one part of the comprehensive advance and estate planning recommended for a person
with Alzheimer’s/dementia. This document is designed to be used along with other advance planning documents
such as a Living Will (also known as a Health Care Directive or Directive to Physicians), Durable Power of Attorney
for Health Care, Durable Power of Attorney for Finances, and a Will. You may also want to make a Physician Orders
for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST), a nonhospital medical order concerning life-sustaining treatment for people
with serious illnesses.
If you live in Washington, End of Life Washington offers a good, free Living Will and Durable Power of Attorney for
Health Care for people dealing with Alzheimer’s/dementia. It includes several Alzheimer’s and dementia provisions
and combines these two documents into one. To obtain a free copy, download the document from
www.EndofLifeWA.org, or call 206.256.1636 or 877.222.2816 toll-free.
Making all the necessary advance planning documents and providing the information requested here could prove
invaluable when these documents are needed.

13. SUMMARY AND SIGNATURE
Do not sign and date your form until you are in the presence of valid witnesses and a notary if you are having your
document notarized.
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14. STATEMENT OF WITNESSES
In order to make your advance directive legally binding, you must sign the document in the presence of two adult
witnesses (and a notary, if you elect to have your document notarized). Make sure your witnesses meet the criteria
for being a witness. The two witnesses cannot be:
a. A person designated to make medical decisions on the principal's behalf.
b. A health care provider or professional person directly involved with the provision of care to the principal at
the time the directive is executed.
c. An owner, operator, employee, or relative of an owner or operator of a health care facility or long-term care
facility in which the principal is a patient or resident.
d. A person who is related by blood, marriage, legal domestic partnership, or adoption to the person, or with
whom the person making this document has a dating relationship as defined in RCW 26.50.010 in the State
of Washington or applicable law in other states.
e. An incapacitated person.
f. A person who would benefit financially if the principal undergoes mental health treatment.
g. A minor.
About Notarization: Notaries do not normally affirm anything beyond the identity of the person signing the
document before them. While Washington State does not require notarization of this Directive to make it legal, this
form includes a notary statement because notarizing may help ensure that the document is treated as validly
executed. Additionally, some states do require directives like this one to be notarized.
Notaries can be found at your bank, insurance office, or some office supply stores (call ahead to make sure they will
be present). End of Life Washington provides complimentary notarization of this and other advance directives at its
Seattle office.

15. RECORD OF DIRECTIVE
Making a list of everyone you have given your Directive to is a good way to keep track of who has and hasn’t
received a copy. If you revoke or replace your directive, you can use this list to retrieve copies of your Directive or
request that the person or institution that has a copy destroy it.

16. REVOCATION OF MY LIVING WITH DEMENTIA MENTAL HEALTH
ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
If you revoke your advance directive as per section 16, make sure you notify your mental health care agent(s),
partner/spouse, family, medical and long-term care providers. If possible, retrieve and destroy copies of your revoked
Directive, or instruct those who have revoked copies to destroy them. Keep one copy of your revoked Directive in
your records with the word “REVOKED” written across the front.
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AFTER COMPLETING YOUR LIVING WITH DEMENTIA MENTAL HEALTH
ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
1. Where to keep your Directive: Your Directive is an important legal document, but unlike a Will and some other legal
documents, copies are just as valid as the original. Keep the original signed documents in a secure but accessible
place. Do not give the original document to your attorney or put it in a safe deposit box or any other security box that
would keep others from having access to it in the event of an emergency. Your mental health care agent(s),
partner/spouse, or other close family and friends should know exactly where to look for your document. Tip: To
ensure documents are on hand, put copies of this Directive and other advance directives in the glove box of your
vehicle(s) or in a compartment in your suitcases. Also, ask your mental health care agent to keep a copy in his or her
glove box and suitcase.
2. Who should have a copy? Give copies of the signed originals to your mental health care agent(s), partner/spouse,
doctors, lawyer, family, close friends, clergy, and anyone else who might become involved in your mental health care.
If you enter a hospital, nursing home, or other institution, make sure that a copy of your Directive is placed in your
medical records.
3. Tell important people about your wishes: The importance of discussing your document with the important people
involved cannot be overemphasized. Discuss your wishes concerning your mental health care with your mental health
care agent(s), doctor(s), clergy, family, and friends, and do this well before you lose capacity. Make clear to other
family members that your mental health care agent(s) has or will have final authority to act on your behalf. Tip: One of
the best ways to communicate your wishes to family members is with a family meeting. Having all key people present
at one meeting may reduce the likelihood of disagreements between family members and your spouse/partner, and/or
your mental health care agent, especially if your mental health care agent is not your spouse/partner or a member of
your family.
4. Will your mental health care providers and current or future long-term care facility honor your wishes? When
you, your partner/spouse, or mental health care agent present your Directive, ask if it will be honored. If not, you or
the person acting on your behalf may wish to find different health care providers, choose another facility, or move to a
different one.
5. Making changes: If you want to make changes to this Directive after it has been signed and witnessed, you should
complete a new document while you still have capacity. However, updating addresses or phone numbers of your
mental health care agent(s) is permissible. Updates should be initialed and dated.
6. Review and update your Directive, if necessary: As long as you have capacity, review your Directive every year to
be sure it reflects your current preferences and values, especially if it becomes apparent that you are losing capacity.
Tip: Use the calendar program on your computer or phone to create an annual reminder to review your Directive.
7. Travel to other states: If you travel, you may want to take copies of your Directive with you, as other states may
honor it. Same-sex married couples and registered domestic partners, should be diligent about carrying this Directive
(and other advance directives) when traveling outside of states where same-sex marriage or domestic partnership is
legal. Unmarried or non-registered domestic partners should make sure this Directive (and other advance directives)
is available at all times (see “Tip” in number 1. above, “Where to keep your directive.”)
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LIVING WITH DEMENTIA MENTAL HEALTH ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
OF:

(Print your name here.)
As a person with capacity, I willfully and voluntarily execute this mental health advance directive, so that my choices
regarding my mental health care and Alzheimer’s/dementia care will be carried out in circumstances when I am
unable to express my instructions and preferences regarding my future care. If I live in a state that has not adopted
laws that provide me with the legal right to make this advance directive, then I want this document to be used as a
guide for those who make decisions on my behalf when I am no longer capable of making them for myself.
The fact that I may have left blanks in this directive does not affect its validity in any way. I intend that all completed
sections be followed.
I understand that nothing in this directive, including any refusal of treatment that I consent to, authorizes any health
care provider, professional person, health care facility, or agent appointed in this directive to use or threaten to use
abuse, neglect, financial exploitation, or abandonment to carry out my directive.
I intend this Living With Dementia Mental Health Advance Directive to take precedence over any other mental health
directives I have previously executed, to the extent that they are inconsistent with this Living With Dementia Mental
Health Advance Directive.
I understand that there are some circumstances where my provider may not have to follow my directive, specifically if
compliance would be in violation of the law or accepted standards of care.

1.

WHEN AND HOW LONG I WANT THIS DOCUMENT TO APPLY
(Initial only one – a., b., or c. – and draw a line through the others)
a.

I intend that this directive become effective immediately upon signing and that it remains valid and in
effect until revoked according to the terms specified in section 16 or until my death.

b.

I intend that this directive become effective if I become incapacitated to the extent that I am unable to
make informed consent decisions or provide informed consent for my care, as determined by my
treating physician, and that it remain valid and in effect until revoked according to the terms
specified in section 16 or until my death.

c.

I intend that this directive become effective when any of the following circumstances, symptoms, or
behaviors occur, and that it remain valid and in effect until revoked according to the terms specified
in section 16 or until my death: (Initial all that apply, and draw a line through the rest.)
(1)

I am no longer able to communicate verbally.

(2)

I can no longer feed myself.

(3)

I can no longer recognize my partner/spouse.

(4)

I put myself or my family or others in danger because of my actions or behaviors.

(5)

Other (describe):_______________________________________________________
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2. WHEN I MAY REVOKE THIS DIRECTIVE
I intend that I be able to revoke this directive: (Initial one, and draw a line through the other.)
Only when I have capacity: I understand that choosing this option means I may only revoke this directive
if I have capacity. I further understand that if I choose this option and become incapacitated while this
directive is in effect, I may receive treatment that I specify in this directive, even if I object at the time.
Even if I am incapacitated: I understand that choosing this option means that I may revoke this directive
even if I am incapacitated. I further understand that if I choose this option and revoke this directive while I
am incapacitated I may not receive treatment that I specify in this directive, even if I want the treatment.

3. MY MENTAL HEALTH CARE AGENT
I appoint the following person as my primary mental health care agent to make mental health care treatment
decisions for me as authorized in this document and request that this person be notified immediately when this
directive becomes effective: (Optional, but highly recommended.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

If the person named above is my partner or spouse at the time I make this document: {Initial one and put a line
through the other. If your primary mental health care agent is not your spouse or partner, cross this section out.}
His or her authority to act is hereby revoked if I am separated or divorced from her or him.
His or her authority to act shall be unaffected if I am separated or divorced from her or him.
In the event that my primary mental health care agent is unable, unavailable, or unwilling to serve, or I revoke his
or her authority to serve, then I name this alternate mental health care agent and request that this person be
notified immediately when this directive becomes effective or when the primary mental health care agent is no
longer my agent: (Optional, but highly recommended.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

If my alternate mental health care agent acts for me because my first agent is unavailable, I intend that the
alternate act only while my first agent is unavailable.

4. THE AUTHORITY I GIVE MY MENTAL HEALTH CARE AGENT
I grant my mental health care agent complete authority to make all decisions about mental health care on my
behalf. This includes, but is not limited to (a) consenting, refusing consent, and withdrawing consent for mental
health treatment recommended by my physicians and other medical providers; (b) requesting particular mental
health treatments consistent with any instructions and/or limitations I have set forth in this directive; (c) accessing
my medical records and information pertaining to my mental health care; (d) employing and dismissing mental
health care providers; and (e) removing me from any mental health care facility to another facility, a private home,
or other place. I authorize and request that all “covered entities” under the Health Insurance Portability and
Accounting Act of 1996, as hereafter amended, release and disclose full and complete protected medical
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information to my health care agent named herein. Such information should include, but not be limited to,
medical records, office notes, laboratory results, radiology and other visualization records, prescription records,
medical opinions, and all other materials that might assist in medical decision-making or a determination of my
capacity. I understand that this information may include information about sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS,
HIV, and the use/abuse of alcohol and drugs. This consent is subject to revocation at any time except to the
extent that the entity which is to make the disclosure has already taken action in reliance on it. If not previously
revoked, this authorization will terminate upon my death.
The authority conferred herein shall be exercisable notwithstanding my disability or incapacity.

5. HOW TO MAKE MENTAL HEALTH CARE DECISIONS AND
IMPLEMENT THIS DIRECTIVE
I want whoever makes mental health care decisions for me to do as I would want in the circumstances, based on
the choices I express in this document. If what I would want is not known, then I want decisions to be made in my
best interest, based on my values, the contents of this document, and information provided by my health care
providers.
I do not want my mental health care agent or others to substitute their choices for mine because they disagree
with my choices or because they think their choices are in my best interests. I do not want my intentions to be
rejected because someone thinks that if I had more information when I completed this document, or if I had
known certain medical facts that developed later, I would change my mind.

6. PERSONAL HISTORY AND CARE VALUES STATEMENT
(Optional. If you attach a statement, initial this. If not, draw a line through it.)
I have completed and attached an additional statement describing why I am making this metal health
advance directive and/or to provide information about the important people in my life, some personal history,
general values around care, or anything else that is not addressed by this document.

7. PREFERENCES AND INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT MY CARE AND TREATMENT
a. Preferences regarding care in my home.
(1) I prefer that my personal care and assistance be provided by: (Number the choices below, using the
number 1 for your first choice, 2 for your second choice, etc. Draw a line through those that do not apply.)
Family members who would do so voluntarily.
Individuals who are not family members who would do so voluntarily.
Family members who are hired to provide my care.
Individuals who are not family members who are hired to provide my care.
Other (describe):
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(2) I have the following cultural, religious, and/or gender preferences about my care and assistance:
(Optional. If you do not have any preferences, draw a line through this space.)

b. Preferences and instructions involving out-of-home placements.
I recognize that I may need to receive care outside of my home – even in my least desirable setting (a nursing
home or other placement) – when my care at home becomes too burdensome or difficult to manage. This may
be necessary if I become combative, aggressive, incontinent, resistant to care, or too difficult to transfer. If my
mental health care agent decides that I need to live in a setting outside of my home, then the following are my
preferred locations and settings, in order of preference:

(1) The location where I would prefer to live: (Number the choices below, using the number 1 for your first
choice, 2 for your second choice, etc. Draw a line through those that do not apply.)
With/near the following family member or other loved one near my current home:

_______________________________________________________________
With/near the following family member or other loved one far away from my current home:

_______________________________________________________________
Near my current home.
Other (describe):

(2) The setting where I would prefer to live: (Number the choices below, using the number 1 for your first
choice, 2 for your second choice, etc. Draw a line through those that do not apply.)
Adult family home. Name: (optional) ______________________________________________
Assisted living facility. Name: (optional) ___________________________________________
Nursing home. Name: (optional) _________________________________________________
Specialized memory care unit. Name: (optional) ____________________________________
Moving in with family. Name: (optional) ___________________________________________
Other (describe):
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(3) If an assessment and/or recommendations about my ability to remain in my home become
necessary, the following person/people or agency/agencies is preferred: (Optional. If you do not
have a preference, draw a line through this space.)

c. Preferences and instructions about dealing with combative, assaultive, or aggressive
behaviors, with authority to consent to inpatient treatment. (Initial all that apply, and draw a
line through those that do not.)

(1) I recognize that sometimes people with Alzheimer’s/dementia become aggressive, assaultive, or
combative, despite good care. If this happens, and emergency or other treatment is necessary: (Initial one
or the other directly below; i.e., give your consent or do not consent. If neither is initialed, or you do not
consent to voluntary admission to inpatient treatment, commitment could still occur without consideration
of the provisions in the “I consent…” statement.)
I consent and authorize my mental health care agent to consent to voluntary admission to
inpatient treatment for up to 14 days, if deemed appropriate by my agent and treating physician. I
prefer to receive treatment in a facility specializing in Alzheimer’s/dementia care to work on the
reduction of my behavioral symptoms and stabilization of my condition.
I do not consent to voluntary admission to inpatient treatment.

(2)

I want treatment from trained caregivers who know me and my history, and who know how to
handle the situation.

(3)

My preference is to be admitted to the specialized geriatric or dementia care unit at
___________________________________________________________________________
or a similar facility, if available.

(4)

My preference is not to be admitted to the following facility or facilities:
(Optional. If you do not have a preference, draw a line through this space.)

d. Preferences regarding the financing of my care.
I know that the cost of my care could become high over the course of my illness. I have the following
preferences regarding the financing of my care: (Initial all that apply. Draw a line through those that do not.)
My hope is that my care costs will not consume the lifetime of savings I have reserved for retirement
and for my children or other heirs at my death.
I want my partner/spouse to maintain the standard of living we now have as much as possible.
I want to preserve as much as possible of my income, assets, and savings for my partner/spouse,
children, and heirs. Please use all available planning options to meet this goal, including, but not
limited to: (Cross out any that you do not agree with or that are not applicable.)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Medicaid planning.
Gifting.
Divorce or legal separation.
Changing estate planning documents.
Tax planning.
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Please use my income, assets, and savings to buy the highest quality private care for me.
If my savings run out, I want my home to be sold to finance any further care I need.
I prefer public assistance only if no other option exists for paying for my care.

e. Preferences regarding future intimate relationships.
(1) Continuation of my intimate relationships with my partner/spouse: (Initial all that apply. Draw a line
through those that do not. Cross out this entire section if it is not applicable.)
My intimate relationship with my partner/spouse,
(name here)___________________________________________________, is important to both of us.
I consent to maintaining our sexual relationship even in the event that we dissolve our partnership
or legal domestic partnership or divorce.
We want to maintain our sexual relationship for as long as possible.
I know that I may forget my partner/spouse as my Alzheimer’s/dementia progresses. Even if this
happens, I want to continue to be intimate for as long as my partner/spouse wants to and feels
comfortable doing so.
If I need nursing home care, I request the privacy needed for us to continue our relationship, as
required by law.
I completely trust my partner/spouse to make any judgments about the continuation of our intimate
relationship, including when to stop if s/he is no longer comfortable.
Other preference(s):

(2) Preferences regarding my partner/spouse having relationships outside the bounds of our
partnership/marriage or other commitment, legally recognized or otherwise: (Initial all that apply.
Draw a line through those that do not. Cross out this entire section if it is not applicable.)
_____ I understand that my illness may last a long time, and that I likely will no longer recognize or be
able to function emotionally or sexually for my partner/spouse. I also care deeply that my
partner/spouse not continue to be a victim of this disease and that s/he live her/his life to the
fullest. This could include becoming involved in other relationships. I would not consider this a
violation of our vows to each other. Rather, I hope that s/he does seek out companionship and
intimacy when I can no longer provide that in the relationship.
_____ Our moral, religious, and/or ethical values dictate that we remain faithful to one another through
sickness and in health. We have both discussed this, and believe that a relationship outside our
partnership/marriage or other committed relationship is not permissible and should not be
pursued.
_____ I completely trust my partner/spouse to make any judgments about having relationships outside
the bounds of our partnership/marriage, or other committed relationship.
_____ Other preference(s):
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(3) Preference regarding future intimate relationships for myself: (Initial all that apply. Draw a line
through those that do not.)
I know that residents at long-term care facilities sometimes develop relationships with each other
that can result in a less depressing and/or happier time for both. I am not completely opposed to
my having such a relationship if, in my mental health care agent’s judgment, I seem happier and
am not coerced in any way.
My moral, religious, and/or ethical beliefs preclude my engagement in any other relationship
besides my partnership/marriage, or other committed relationship, whether legal or otherwise. I do
not consent to any other intimate relationships, even if I appear to be happier at the time.
Other preference(s):

f. Preferences regarding my pet(s). (If you have a pet or pets, write your preferences here. If not, draw a line
through this space.)

8 . CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN EXPERIMENTAL
ALZHEIMER’S/DEMENTIA DRUG TRIALS
(If you initial a, b, or c, or any combination of a, b, or c, you must draw a line through d. If you initial d, you must
draw a line through a, b, and c. Draw a line through any that you do not initial.)
a.

I consent to participation in any clinical drug trials for drugs that have the potential
to ameliorate the symptoms of Alzheimer’s/dementia or prevent the full onset of the disease. I not only
hope to improve my own health, but also to contribute to research to find a cure for the disease. I give
my mental health care agent full power to consent on my behalf to my participation in any such study,
considering my preferences regarding side effects.

b.

I do not want to take medications that have the following side effects or have the following treatments:
{optional}

c.

If my memory loss can be slowed down by the experimental drug(s), I am willing to participate in the
trial even if it could lead to my earlier death. I would rather die sooner but with my memory more intact.

d.

I do not consent to participation in any drug trials.
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9. CONSENT REGARDING SUSPENSION OF
MY DRIVING PRIVILEGES
(Initial only one, and draw a line through the other.)
My ability to drive is a very important part of my maintenance of independence. I enjoy driving and want
to continue to do so as long as I am safe. On the other hand, I know that the time will come when I no
longer have the ability to drive safely. I trust my physician(s) or other skilled health care professional(s)
who are providing my treatment. (Name of health care professional(s) here; optional. If you do not want to
name someone, put lines through these spaces.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________.
If s/he is not available, I want any other skilled health care professional to test my visual and mental
acuity to determine if I am no longer safe to drive.
I trust my mental health care agent’s judgment on this issue. If my mental health care agent determines
that I am unfit to drive, I consent to my driving privileges being suspended. If I continue to drive or
attempt to drive after this, I agree to my keys being hidden or taken away from me and/or access to my
car being eliminated.

10. REGARDING A HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION REFUSING TO
HONOR MY WISHES
(Initial all that reflect your views. Draw a line through any that do not.)
I understand that circumstances beyond my control may cause me to be admitted to a health care or
long-term care facility whose policy is to decline to follow advance directives that conflict with certain
religious or other beliefs or organizational policies. If I am a patient in such a health care institution or
long-term care facility when this Alzheimer’s/Dementia Mental Health Advance Directive takes effect, I
direct that my consent to admission shall not constitute implied consent to procedures, policies, or
courses of treatment mandated by religious or other policies of the institution or facility, if those
procedures, policies, or courses of treatment conflict with this mental health advance directive.
If the health care or long-term care facility in which I am a patient declines to follow my wishes as set out
in this mental health advance directive, I direct that I be transferred, if possible, in a timely manner to
another institution or facility which will agree to honor the instructions set forth in this mental health
advance directive.

11. IF A COURT APPOINTS A GUARDIAN FOR ME
If a guardian is appointed by a court to make mental health decisions for me, I intend this document to take
precedence over all other means of ascertaining my intent and preferences. The appointment of a guardian of my
estate or my person or any other decision-maker shall not give that guardian or decision-maker the power to
revoke, suspend, or terminate this Directive or the powers of my mental health care agent, except as authorized
by law.
In the event the court appoints a guardian who will make decisions regarding my mental health treatment, I
nominate the following person as my guardian:
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)
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12. OTHER DOCUMENTS
In planning for my health care, estate, and potential incapacity, I have executed the following documents: (Initial
and provide information for all that apply. Draw a line through those that do not.)
General Power of Attorney: (Name and contact info of primary agent.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

Durable Power of Attorney for Finances: (Name and contact info of primary agent.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care: (Name and contact info of primary health care agent.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

Living Will/Health Care Directive/Directive to Physicians: (Name and contact info of person who has a copy.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST):
(Optional; name and contact information of person who has access to your POLST.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)

Other Document: (Optional; name here:________________________________________________.)
Name
Address
Telephone
(day)

(evening)

(mobile)
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13. SUMMARY AND SIGNATURE
I understand what this document means. I make this document of my free will, and I believe I have the mental and
emotional capacity to do so.
By signing here, I indicate that I understand the purpose and effect of this document, and that I am giving my
informed consent to the treatments and/or admission that I have consented to, or that I have authorized my agent
to consent to, in this directive. I intend that my consent in this directive be construed as being consistent with the
elements of informed consent under RCW chapter 7.70 in the State of Washington or applicable law in other
states.
Signature of person making this document.

Date

(Sign only in the presence of two witnesses and a notary, if notarizing.)

14. STATEMENT OF WITNESSES
This directive was signed and declared by
(Print your name – not the names of your witnesses – on the following line.)
_________________________________________ to be her/his directive. It was signed in our presence
at her/his request. We declare that at the time of the creation of this directive
(Print your name – not the names of your witnesses – on the following line.)
_______________________________________ is personally known to us and, according to our best knowledge
and belief, has capacity at this time and does not appear to be acting under duress, undue influence, or fraud. We
further declare that none of us is:
a. A person designated to make medical decisions on the principal's behalf.
b. A health care provider or professional person directly involved with the provision of care to the principal at the
time the directive is executed.
c. An owner, operator, employee, or relative of an owner or operator of a health care facility or long-term care
facility in which the principal is a patient or resident.
d. A person who is related by blood, marriage, legal domestic partnership, or adoption to the person, or with
whom the person making this document has a dating relationship as defined in RCW 26.50.010 in the State
of Washington or applicable law in other states.
e. An incapacitated person.
f. A person who would benefit financially if the principal undergoes mental health treatment.
g. A minor.

WITNESS 1

WITNESS 2

_______________________ _____________________
Signature
Date

______________________ _____________________
Signature
Date

_______________________ ____________________
Printed Name
Phone

_______________________ ____________________
Printed Name
Phone

_____________________________________________
Address

_____________________________________________
Address
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NOTARIZATION (optional)
STATE OF _________________________________ COUNTY OF ______________________________________
I certify that I know or have satisfactory evidence that ______________________________________________
signed this document and acknowledged it to be his/her free and voluntary act for the uses and purposes mentioned in
this document.
____________________________________________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of ___________________________________
Residing at __________________________________________________________
My commission expires ________________________________________________

15. RECORD OF DIRECTIVE
I have given a copy of this directive to the following persons:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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IMPORTANT: DO NOT FILL OUT THIS PAGE UNLESS YOU
INTEND TO REVOKE THIS DIRECTIVE IN PART OR
IN WHOLE.

16. REVOCATION OF MY LIVING WITH DEMENTIA MENTAL HEALTH
ADVANCE DIRECTIVE

(Initial either 1 or 2, and draw a line through the one you did not initial. If you initial 1, then list the sections that
you are revoking by number. For example: “Sections 2, 6, and 7.”)

______ 1. I am revoking the following part(s) of this directive (specify):
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______ 2. I am revoking this entire directive.

By signing here, I indicate that I understand the purpose and effect of my revocation and that no person is
bound by any revoked provision(s). I intend this revocation to be interpreted as if I had never completed the
revoked provision(s).
_____________________________________________________ _______________________________
Signature of person who made this document
Date
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ABOUT MY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL FEEDING AND DRINKING
The purpose of My Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking is to stop attempts to give you food and water if,
because of progressive dementia such as Alzheimer’s disease, (1) you become unable to feed yourself and you
lose interest in eating or drinking, or (2) instead of swallowing food and water, you breathe them into your
lungs. Eventually, nearly everyone with progressive dementia will get to this point (unless they die of something
else first). It’s important to understand that this document does not apply to people with dementia who still get
hungry and thirsty and want to eat and drink.
Most adults have legal rights to decide how they want to be treated. This includes a right to refuse medical
treatment they don’t want — even if they would die without it. If, because of dementia, you become unable to say
how you want to be treated, you can empower someone else to make decisions for you. You can do that by
making a durable power of attorney for health care. But the law doesn’t say that the person you want to make
decisions for you can tell a caregiver to stop offering food and drink. Likewise, the law doesn’t say that a caregiver
who is told to stop offering food and drink is allowed to do so. However, the law does not require a caregiver to offer
food and drink to a person who does not want them.
My Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking attempts to (1) empower you, and the person you choose to make
decisions for you later on, to stop offering food and drink during advanced dementia in circumstances you describe
in the document, and (2) communicate your choice to your care providers. Be sure to discuss your document with
your decision maker and health-care provider(s), and consider sharing your decisions with immediate family.
My Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking does not replace other advance directives, such as End of Life
Washington’s Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care and Health Care Directive or the Physician Orders for
Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) form.
Signing and Witnessing of Your Instructions
1. Do not sign and date your Instructions until you are in the presence of valid witnesses, and a notary, if you
are having your Instructions notarized (see below).
2. Sign your Instructions in the presence of two adult witnesses (and a notary, if you elect to have your
document notarized). The two witnesses cannot be:






Related to you by blood or marriage.
Entitled to any portion of your estate through the operation of law or through any will or codicil.
A person who has a claim against your estate.
Your attending physician or an employee of your attending physician.
An owner, operator, administrator, or employee of a health care facility in which you are a patient
at the time you sign your Instructions.

3. Although notarizing is not required, the Instructions include a notary statement because we believe that
notarization may provide legal support for your document. Notarizing must take place at the time your
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Instructions are signed, meaning that you, your witnesses, and the notary must all be present when you sign.
Notaries can be found at your bank, insurance office, or some office supply stores (call ahead to make sure
they will be present). End of Life Washington provides free notarization of this document and advance
directives in our Seattle office.

How to Make Your Instructions Work
1. If you already made a Health Care Directive (also known as a living will), look for any language about
getting food and drink by mouth that contradicts your Instructions. If you find contradictory language, End of
Life Washington recommends that you make a new Directive to correct any contradictory language. You
cannot cross out parts of a directive after it has been signed and witnessed.
2. Copies of your Instructions should be just as good as the original. Keep the original in a secure place that is
accessible. Don’t give the original to your attorney or put it in a safe deposit box. The person who will have
the right to make decisions for you should know exactly where to look for your Instructions. Tip: Ask the
person who will make decisions for you to keep a copy of your Instructions and other advance directives in
the glove box of their car, if they have one, so the documents will be available when needed. Documents
can also be photographed and kept on smartphones. Your Instructions and advance directives are useless
if they can’t be found.
3. Give copies of your Instructions to family members, other loved ones, caregivers, and medical and longterm care providers. Ask the person who will have the right to make decisions for you to make sure there is
a copy of your Instructions on file at your nursing home or memory care facility and at your local hospital.
4. It is extremely important for you to tell people about your Instructions and talk to them about your decision
to stop feeding and drinking. Make sure the person who will have the right to make decisions for you, your
immediate family members, and your physician understand your reasons. Try to get them to promise to
honor your wishes. If a person who will have the right to make decisions for you and your immediate family
members don’t all agree with your Instructions, they are not likely to be honored.
5. Tell the person who will have the right to make decisions for you, family members, and other important
people that you don’t want them to disregard your wishes because they think your quality of life is still okay
or because you appear to be comfortable.
6. Cooperation of the nursing home, memory care facility, or other long-term care facility where you intend to
be (or where you are now) is extremely important. If possible, choose a facility that will honor your
Instructions before you need to be admitted. If you can’t, instruct the person who will have the right to make
decisions for you to try to find a facility that will.
7. Changes in leadership, ownership, and affiliation of long-term care facilities can result in changes to
policies related to oral food and water. If a facility that agreed to honor your Instructions changes its policy,
make sure the person who will have the right to make decisions for you understands that you want to be
transferred to a facility that will, or that you want to go home, if appropriate care can be provided there.

Finally, a very important component of a peaceful, dignified death from dementia is palliative (comfort) care from
hospice. Despite how helpful it is for people with dementia and their families, very few receive hospice care. Make
sure the person who will have the right to make decisions for you understands that you want hospice care as soon
as you qualify. Some long-term care providers and adult family home administrators may say they can provide the
same level of palliative care as hospice and may attempt to discourage involving hospice providers. Do not accept
that; you have the right to receive hospice wherever you reside.
If you have questions or need guidance in preparing your Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking, please call the
End of Life Washington office at 206.256.1636, and a staff member will be glad to assist you.

Please consider providing End of Life Washington with a tax-deductible donation to help us continue to provide our
free services to people who are planning ahead or facing the end of life.
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MY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL FEEDING AND DRINKING
I am making this document because I want my medical and long-term care providers, caregivers, family,
and other loved ones to honor my wishes regarding oral feeding and drinking.
If I become unable make decisions about my health care and I stop feeding myself due to Alzheimer’s
Disease or other progressive dementia, I want oral food and fluids to be provided to me under certain
circumstances.
If I accept food and drink (comfort feeding) when they’re offered to me, I want them. I request that oral
food and fluids be stopped if, because of dementia, any of the following conditions occur:








I appear to be indifferent to being fed.
I no longer appear to desire to eat or drink.
I do not willingly open my mouth.
I turn my head away or try to avoid being fed or given fluids in any other way.
I spit out food or fluids.
I begin a pattern of coughing, gagging, or choking on or aspirating (inhaling) food or fluids.
The negative medical consequences or symptoms of continued feeding and drinking, as
determined by a qualified medical provider, outweigh the benefits.

I want the instructions in this directive followed even if the person who has the right to make decisions for
me and my caregivers judge that my quality of life, in their opinion, is satisfactory and I appear to them to
be comfortable. I have given considerable thought to this decision and want my wishes to be followed.
No matter what my condition appears to be, I do not want to be cajoled, harassed, or forced to eat or
drink. I do not want the reflexive opening of my mouth to be interpreted as giving my consent to being fed
or given drink or misinterpreted as a desire for food or drink.
Before I am admitted to a long-term care facility, I want that facility to affirm its willingness to honor these
instructions. If the long-term care facility where I already reside will not honor these instructions, I want to
be transferred to one that will.
I want my wishes for life-sustaining treatment, including medically assisted artificial nutrition and hydration
(for example, tube feeding, nasogastric tube, total parenteral nutrition) to be honored as documented in
my health care directive or my Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) form. If I did not
make a health care directive or POLST form or they cannot be located, I want my health care agent’s or
other legal surrogate decision maker’s decisions about life-sustaining treatment to be honored, including
those addressing medically assisted artificial nutrition and hydration.
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_________________________________
Signature

___________________________________ ____________
Printed Name
Date

Statement of Witnesses
The afore-named person is personally known to me, and I believe him/her to be of sound mind and to
have completed this document voluntarily. I affirm I am at least 18 years old, not related to by blood,
marriage, or adoption, and not the health care agent named in an Advance Directive for Health Care. As
far as I know, I am not a beneficiary of his/her will or any codicil, and I have no claim against the estate. I
am not directly involved in his/her health care, and I am not an employee of the physician or a health care
facility where the person making this document may reside.

WITNESS 1

WITNESS 2

____________________ _______
Signature
Date

____________________ ______
Signature
Date

____________________ _______
Printed Name
Phone

____________________ ______
Printed Name
Phone

___________________________
Address

___________________________
Address

NOTARIZATION {optional}
STATE OF WASHINGTON

County of _________________________________________

I certify that I know or have satisfactory evidence that ________________________________
signed this document and acknowledged it to be his/her free and voluntary act for the uses and purposes
mentioned in this document.
Dated this ___________________ day of _______________, 20_____

__________________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Washington
Residing at _________________________________
My commission expires _______________________
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END OF LIFE WASHINGTON’S WONDERFILE CONTENTS
(https://endoflifewa.org/documents/)

SECTION 1: INSTRUCTIONS
WONDERFILE: PLAN NOW, DIE LATER, DO A LOT OF LIVING IN BETWEEN – a description of the
Wonderfile categories
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION – a list of other information / documents provided on the EOLWA
website
HOW YOU CAN HELP END OF LIFE WASHINGTON – highlights the ways to donate funds in support of
End of Life Washington’s many efforts throughout Washington State
WHAT WE DO – a description of the many services provided by EOLWA

SECTION 2: RESOURCES
RESOURCES FOR END-OF-LIFE ISSUES – a list of valuable resources, including funeral organizations,
body and organ donations, and grief counseling opportunities
AFTER A DEATH OCCURS – A CHECKLIST – important things to do or consider after someone close to
you dies

SECTION 3: CLIENT SUPPORT
A VOLUNTEER CLIENT ADVISOR CAN HELP YOU WITH THE MOST DIFFICULT END-OF-LIFE DECISIONS
- a description of the services provided by EOLWA’s Volunteer Client Advisors (VCAs)
TALKING TO YOUR FAMILY ABOUT DYING – how to begin this important conversation with your
loved ones, outlining the most salient points to share
TALKING TO YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT DYING –how best to communicate with your doctor about your
end-of-life wishes and needs, with specific suggestions on how to navigate this final stage with the
medical community
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END OF LIFE WASHINGTON’S WONDERFILE CONTENTS
(https://endoflifewa.org/documents/)

END-OF-LIFE OPTIONS IN ADDITION TO THE WASHINGTON DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT – an overview
of approaches to treatment, hospice and palliative/comfort care, Voluntary Stopping of Eating and
Drinking (VSED), and palliative sedation
THE IMPORTANCE OF HOSPICE – details the many advantages of enrolling in hospice after a terminal
diagnosis
THE WASHINGTON DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT: AN OVERVIEW FOR PATIENTS AND FAMILIES –
covers important topics such as the roles and responsibilities of an EOLWA Volunteer Client Adviser
(VCA), eligibility requirements, and procedures for requesting life-ending medication

SECTION 4: ADVANCE PLANNING
DEAR ADVANCE PLANNER – a letter from EOLWA’s Executive Director explaining the benefits of our
Advance Directive for Health Care
ABOUT ADVANCE DIRECTIVES – descriptions of various end-of-life documents: Health Care
Directive/Living Will, Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC), Physician Orders for LifeSustaining Treatment (POLST), other considerations about their efficacy, and where to obtain these
forms
COMPARISON OF COMMONLY USED ADVANCE DIRECTIVES IN WASHINGTON – a comparison of the
Natural Death Act Health Care Directive, “The Five Wishes,” and End of Life Washington’s Advance
Directive, listing pros and cons of each document
VALUES WORKSHEET – questions you may want to consider as you make your decisions and prepare
your advance directives for health care
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS IQ TEST - scenarios which you can present to your family members,
physician or health care agent to see how well they understand your health care wishes
CHOOSING AND FINDING A HEALTH-CARE AGENT – a description of the role and responsibilities of a
health-care agent, designated by the completion of a Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care
(DPOA)
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE END OF LIFE WASHINGTON ADVANCE DIRECTIVE – In-depth, step-by-step
instructions that guide you through the completion of your End of Life Washington Advance Directive
for Health Care
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END OF LIFE WASHINGTON’S WONDERFILE CONTENTS
(https://endoflifewa.org/documents/)

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE AND HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVE – End of Life
Washington’s Advance Directive for Health Care, which combines a Living Will (what treatments you
do and do not want in medical situations, when you cannot speak for yourself) and a Durable Power
of Attorney for Health Care (DPOA), or the assignment of a person (agent/surrogate/proxy) to speak
for you in the event that you cannot speak for yourself … available in a “fillable format” and in largeprint
DIRECTIVE REGARDING A HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION REFUSING TO HONOR MY HEALTH CARE
WISHES – addresses a circumstance where your health care institution’s polices conflict with your
wishes as outlined in your advance directive; discusses transfer to another facility if necessary

SECTION 5: ALZHEIMER’S DIRECTIVE
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND DEMENTIA ADVANCE DIRECTIVE – includes the instructions and the
document entitled Alzheimer’s Disease/Dementia Mental Health Advance Directive, a detailed
examination of the many decisions necessary for living with dementia
ABOUT MY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL FEEDING AND DRINKING – a description of the “My
Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking” document which addresses your wishes not to be fed or
hydrated should you experience cognitive decline and be unable or disinclined to feed yourself
MY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL FEEDING AND DRINKING – the document directing your medical / care
providers, family and loved ones to honor your end-of-life wishes regarding oral feeding and drinking

SECTION 6: POLST
POLST INFORMATION FOR PATIENTS AND FAMILY MEMBERS – a description of how to complete
and use Washington State’s POLST form
WSMA POLST Form (Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment) – a copy of the form intended
for adults, 18 years or older, with serious health conditions, which requires a signature by your
physician/ARNP/PA-C

SECTION 7: FUNERAL PLANS
DESIGNATED AGENT FOR FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS – assigns someone to oversee your funeral
arrangements
3

END OF LIFE WASHINGTON’S WONDERFILE CONTENTS
(https://endoflifewa.org/documents/)

OBITUARY GUIDE (FROM PEOPLE’S MEMORIAL FUNERAL COOPERATIVE) – pertinent information for
your obituary, including the picture you would prefer
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENT OPTIONS IN WASHINGTON STATE – a description of various after-death
choices: cremation, traditional burial, green burial, willed body donation
DISPOSITION AUTHORIZATION – authorizes your choice of cremation or burial, as well as your choice
of a final resting place
PEOPLE’S MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION BROCHURE – Membership application form and a “What to do
when death occurs” description

SECTION 8: MESSAGES
EXAMPLE OF A PERSONAL MESSAGE – a template for writing a letter or message to loved ones,
highlighting your wishes in your own words, should you not be able to speak for yourself

SECTION 9: PERSONAL INFO
IMPORTANT FACTS – a list of significant information that your survivors may need: location of will,
attorney’s name, bank accounts, passwords, etc.
NOTIFICATION LIST – whom to notify of your death
PUTTING MY HOUSE IN ORDER – contains all the death certificate information that the funeral
director will need
DEAR FAMILY LETTER – alerts loved ones about what directives, estate plans, funeral plans, bank and
retirement accounts, etc. you may have
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END OF LIFE WASHINGTON DOCUMENTS
(https://endoflifewa.org/documents/)

WHAT WE DO – a description of the many services provided by EOLWA
ADVANCE PLANNING:
WSMA POLST Form (Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment) – a copy of the form intended
for adults, 18 years or older, with serious health conditions, which requires a signature by your
physician/ARNP/PA-C
ABOUT MY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL FEEDING AND DRINKING – a description of the “My
Instructions for Oral Feeding and Drinking” document which addresses your wishes not to be fed or
hydrated should you experience cognitive decline and be unable or disinclined to feed yourself
MY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORAL FEEDING AND DRINKING – the document directing your medical / care
providers, family and loved ones to honor your end-of-life wishes regarding oral feeding and drinking
ABOUT ADVANCE DIRECTIVE – descriptions of various end-of-life documents: Health Care
Directive/Living Will, Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care (DPAHC), Physician Orders for LifeSustaining Treatment (POLST), other considerations about their efficacy, and where to obtain these
forms
COMPARISON OF COMMONLY USED ADVANCE DIRECTIVES IN WASHINGTON – a comparison of the
Natural Death Act Health Care Directive, “The Five Wishes,” and End of Life Washington’s Advance
Directive, listing pros and cons of each document
EOLWA’S POSITION STATEMENT ON THE FIVE WISHES ADVANCE DIRECTIVE – an explanation of the
conflict with Washington State’s Death with Dignity Act inherent in this popular advance directive
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS IQ TEST - scenarios which you can present to your family members,
physician or health care agent to see how well they understand your health care wishes
VALUES WORKSHEET – questions you may want to consider as you make your decisions and prepare
your advance directives for health care
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE END OF LIFE WASHINGTON ADVANCE DIRECTIVE – In-depth, step-by-step
instructions that guide you through the completion of your End of Life Washington Advance Directive
for Health Care
1

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE AND HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVE – End of Life
Washington’s Advance Directive for Health Care, which combines a Living Will (what treatments you
do and do not want in medical situations, when you cannot speak for yourself) and a Durable Power
of Attorney for Health Care (DPOA), or the assignment of a person (agent/surrogate/proxy) to speak
for you in the event that you cannot speak for yourself … available in a “fillable format” and in largeprint
DIRECTIVE REGARDING A HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION REFUSING TO HONOR MY HEALTH CARE
WISHES – addresses a circumstance where your health care institution’s polices conflict with your
wishes as outlined in your advance directive; discusses transfer to another facility if necessary
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND DEMENTIA: MAINTAINING DIGNITY AND CONTROL OF THE END OF LIFE
– advice about Alzheimer’s, the concept of allowing a natural death, and the benefits of hospice care
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND DEMENTIA ADVANCE DIRECTIVE – includes the instructions and the
document entitled Alzheimer’s Disease/Dementia Mental Health Advance Directive, a detailed
examination of the many decisions necessary for living with dementia
TALKING TO YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT DYING –how best to communicate with your doctor about your
end-of-life wishes and needs, with specific suggestions on how to navigate this final stage with the
medical community
TALKING TO YOUR FAMILY ABOUT DYING – how to begin this important conversation with your
loved ones, outlining the most salient points to share
TEN TIPS FOR A PEACEFUL DEATH – advice for achieving a peaceful death in a long-term care facility
THE IMPORTANCE OF HOSPICE – general information about hospice services and advice on vetting
and selecting a hospice provider

DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT:
THE WASHINGTON DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT: AN OVERVIEW FOR PATIENTS AND FAMILIES* –
covers important topics such as the roles and responsibilities of an EOLWA Volunteer Client Adviser
(VCA), eligibility requirements, and procedures for requesting life-ending medication
DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – from Washington State’s Department
of Health
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LANGUAGE MATTERS: IT’S “AID IN DYING,” NOT “ASSISTED SUICIDE” – a robust discussion of why
Death with Dignity is not considered suicide or assisted suicide, with a focus on “what the experts
say”
DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS – definitions and details about what it means
to be a state resident when considering Death with Dignity
LETTER TO MY PHYSICIAN – talking points to help facilitate a conversation with your physician about
end-of-life choices
TALKING TO YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT DEATH WITH DIGNITY – advice on when and how to have this
important conversation and what to do if your doctor will not or cannot participate
ATTENDING (PRESCRIBING) PHYSICIAN’S CHECKLIST FOR DEATH WITH DIGNITY
ATTENDING (PRESCRIBING) PHYSICIAN’S GUIDE TO THE DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT
CONSULTING PHYSICIAN’S GUIDE TO THE DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT
PHARMACIST’S GUIDE TO THE DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NURSES, SOCIAL WORKERS, AND OTHERS
WASHINGTON STATE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION’S (WSPA) GUIDELINES FOR MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS
WRITTEN-REQUEST-FORM-AND-INSTRUCTIONS – 1.2018 – the form which requests the prescription
for life-ending medication, to be completed after consulting two participating physicians

END OF LIFE OPTIONS:
END-OF-LIFE OPTIONS IN ADDITION TO THE WASHINGTON DEATH WITH DIGNITY ACT – an overview
of approaches to treatment, hospice and palliative/comfort care, Voluntary Stopping of Eating and
Drinking (VSED), and palliative sedation
VOLUNTARY STOPPING EATING AND DRINKING (VSED) – addresses questions about stopping eating
and drinking as an option to hasten death
THE IMPORTANCE OF HOSPICE – details the many advantages of enrolling in hospice after a terminal
diagnosis
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AFTER DEATH AND FUNERAL DOCUMENTS:
AFTER A DEATH OCCURS – A CHECKLIST – important things to do or consider after someone close to
you dies
RESOURCES FOR END-OF-LIFE ISSUES – a list of valuable resources, including funeral organizations,
body and organ donations, and grief counseling opportunities
DEAR FAMILY LETTER – alerts loved ones about what directives, estate plans, funeral plans, bank and
retirement accounts, etc. you may have
PUTTING MY HOUSE IN ORDER – contains all the death certificate information that the funeral
director will need
DISPOSITION AUTHORIZATION – authorizes your choice of cremation or burial, as well as your choice
of a final resting place
DESIGNATED AGENT FOR FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS – assigns someone to oversee your funeral
arrangements
IMPORTANT FACTS – a list of significant information that your survivors may need: location of will,
attorney’s name, bank accounts, passwords, etc.
NOTIFICATION LIST – whom to notify of your death
OBITUARY GUIDE – pertinent information for your obituary, including the picture you would prefer
HOW YOU CAN HELP END OF LIFE WASHINGTON – highlights the ways to donate funds in support of
End of Life Washington’s many efforts throughout Washington State
OTHER:
PATIENT’S RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES – information related to personal dignity, privacy,
informed participation, and competent care
PRIVACY POLICY – information about how End of Life Washington safeguards your privacy when
using the EOLWA website
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